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ABSTRACT

Chromium has an lnteresdftl fCOlOJdc role In JqUxk: envlronnwnu, wMl'! it occurs

in twO different oxidation states, Cr(lll).lnd Cr(VI). While CrUll) is considered an

essential nutrient, Cr(VI) Is toxic and carcil'lOttnlc. Hence It is Important to

monitor the concentr.Jtions of the Individual Cr species in natuQI Waters.

This thesis describes tM dfWlopment, opdmiutJon and appllatJon of a new

voltammetric method for the detmnlnadon of Ct species in aqueous tnvironmental

samples, with particular reference to seawx«. This method isb~ on the Square

Wave Cathodic Strfpplna Volummetry (CSV) of iI Cr·Xyltnol OriJnlt (XO)

complex preceeded by ItS adsorptive preconctfltr.1t1on on a hanlinl mercury drop

elearode. The catalytic redualon of nitrate Ions In the vicinity of the elearode Is

utilized to enhance the stnsitlvlty of the mtthod. Stable reduction peaks are

obtained (or both Cr(VI) and CrOll) species. The formation of the .Jd5orWd

,malyte complexes dtrlvtd from Cr(VI) and Cr(III) is dependent on the deposition

potential ustd for the prteoncentraoon and this (orms the basis for the sPKiation

of Cr. Hmce the need (or lmpy sample pretreatment steps Is Predudtd (rom

the analytical procedure.



Under optimized conditions, sensltlviti6 areater than 1.8 pA (paIl)"t mln"t (90

nA nM I minot) can be achieved, makin.. the ~d adequate for the

detennination of Cr at the concentJ'3tion Itvels p~t In aU rypes of natural

waters. For 60 s preconcentradon times, detection limits tor Cr(VI) and Cr(lll)

are respectively 1.2 and 1.8 nrlL in distilled, delonlz~ water. The methOd Is

virtually free from IntMe~es and is appllcatM to Cr M1alysls In seaWilter as wt£1

as in surface Wiltet'S and has bHn applied to the dturminmon of Cr sped'Xion In

the N.W. Atlantic Ocean.

Results of experiments aimed at e{ucidatin. the e4earode processes Involwd In the

deposition and reduction or the anatyte complex 5UIIfSt that the adsorbed

complex is CrIll·XO. This complex Is formed on the surface of the electrode by the

reaction between nascent Cr Specl6 and adsorbed XO. The analytical siena! is the

current obtaln~ when this complex is reduced to Cr"·XO.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 TRACE METALS IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT

A large proportion of pollutants introduced in the environment by anthropogenic

activities ultimately reach the oceans and seas as precipitation, s\l'face run-offs

or through the direct discharge of effluents. While in the long term, aquatic

microorganisms break down organic pollutants, metals are a cause for concern

in these environments because they are non-biodegradable and because of their

toxic effects on marine life and, through the food chain, on human health. A

study of the behaviour of metals in the marine environments can provide an

understanding of the biological and geochemical cycling of these metals. These

cyclings regulate the concentrations and bioavairabilily of the elements in these

environments.

The considerable interest and apprehension about the role and fate of trace

metals in marine environments is the result of several catastrophic events, the

most tragic of whiCh is probably the case of mercury poisoning at Minamata Bay

in Japan This event also highlighted the need for the measurement of the

chemical speciation of toxic erements rather than the total element

concentrations: mercury was initially not suspected as the cause of what is now



known as Minamata disease because the known symptoms of inorganic mercury

poisoning were not seen. It was only during a second outbreak of the disease

that it was recognized that methylmercury species were responsible for

Minamata disease1
• It is now recognized that both the bioavailability and toxicity

of trace elements are critically dependent on the specific chemical form of the

element. Measurement of the total concentration of any trace element therefore

provides very little information about its bioavailability or toxicity.

The availability of reliable and sensitive analytical techniques is of paramount

importance to the study of the chemical behaviour of trace metals in the

environment. Trace metals in seawater are present at concentrations that

range down to the picomolar levels. The development of analytical techniques

that can reliably measure these concentrations is a major challenge which is

made even more fonnidable by the need for speciation analysis. It is no surprise

therefore that there is a huge literature base dealing with the occurrence and

analysis of trace elements in seawater. Several books and reviews have treated

the progress made in our understanding of trace element chemistry in seawater

and natural waters [1-5}. There have also been books [6. 7) and numerous

reviews [8-17J specifically dealing with the speciation of trace elements in the

environment.

, An exuemely readable account of MIn.lINU dl~ b; liven In 'Environmenul Chenf;svy'
by Nigel]. Bunce. Wuel'l Publishers, W1nniper, 1994.

2



Over the last 15-20 years, there has been a revolution in the existing data

regarding the distributions and chemical behaviour of trace elements in nalural

waters, particularly seawater. This revolution has been brought about by the

realisation that any analytical methodology has to account for the risks of

contamination as well as analyte losses involved during the sampling and

sample handling steps. Thus clean techniques have been developed and

adopted for the collection, preservation, storage and analysis of water samples

for trace analysis This, coupled with the advent of extremely sensitive

techniques, has resulted in concentrations of trace elements in seawater being

shown to be factors of 10 to 1000 times lower than those previously accepted

(181. This in tum has led to a demand for more accurate data 10 be generated al

lower concentrations. Thus, the focus of this thesis is to develop a reliable and

sensitive method for the determination of species of one of the biogeochemicalfy

important trace metals in seawater: Chromium.



1.2 CHROMIUM

Chromium occurs principally in nature as Ihe extremely stable mineral chromite,

FeO.CrlO] [19}. In most soils and bedrocks, it is similarly immobilized in the

trivalent state; however, the environmental concentrations of chromium are

significantly in excess of the natural mobilization of the element by weathering

processes. This is because chromium and ils compounds have widespread

industrial applications, resulting in large quantities of the element being

discharged in the environment.

Chromium enters the environment mainly as leachings from sanitary landfills and

as industrial effluents from, for example, electroplating and tanning industries,

from dyeing, pigment production and steel industries. It can also enter the

drinking water distribution system from the corrosion inhibitors used in water

pipes. Due to these factors, human exposure to chromium is unavoidable. In

view of its paradoxical roles as an essential micronutrient as well as a known

carcinogen, there is much concem about the occurrence, fate and effects of

chromium in the en.... ironment. References [20, 21} give a comprehensive

account of the chemistry of Chromium with respect to its sources, uses and

effects on aquatic and terrestrial biota and humans.

Chromium occurs mainly in the trivalent or the hexavalent oxidation states in the

environment. Chromium (III) is considered to be an essential nutrient [20, 21). It

4



is established that an organo-chromium complex of uncertain structure,

synthesized from adsorbed Cr(IlI), helps activate insulin (22]. Deficiency of this

complex through lack of Cr(lII) in the diet results in glucose intolerance and

reduced efficiency of insulin. On the other hand, Cr(VI) has been shown to have

toxic effects on the biological system. Exposure to Cr(VI) can lead to skin

lesions, lung disease and various forms of cancer. The carcinogenic effect of

Cr(VI) has been attributed to its ability to migrate through cell membranes as

CrO/" and the highly oxidizing nature of this ion. It has been proposed [23) that

Cr(V), an intermediate in the reduction of Cr(VI), forms a Cr(V)-DNA complex.

Further reduction of Cr(V) to Cr(lII) leads to irreversible changes to the DNA

structure



1.3 CHROMIUM IN THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT

The chromium concentrations encountered in natural waters are very low;

concentrations vary from 0.1 to 0.3 IJglL in seawater [23. 24] and from 0.3 to 6

IJglL in unpolluted surface waters [23].

The study of the chemical speciation of chromium in natural waters has been a

topic of great interest for almost 40 years (see for example ref [25]. The

speciation studies have almost exclusively focused on the distribution of

chromium between Cr(lII) and Cr(VI).

On the basis of thermodynamic calculations, Elderfield [26] predicted that at pH

8.1 in seawater, chromium should exist almost exclusively as Cr(VI) species,

mainly as CrO/· with minor amounts of HCrO;, and H2Cr04 and CrlO/·. Any

Cr(lIl) occuring under these conditions should be present to 85% as

COl1sidering only the dominant Cr(lII) species, the redox equilibrium is assumed

10 be controlled by

CrO/· + 2Hl O + 6H" + 3e ~ Cr{H~O)iOH)2"

and the equilibrium ratio of dissoived Cr is given by {27]

log [Cr(VI)I/[Cr(III») = 6pH + 3pE - 66.1



Hence, taking the pH of seawater to be 8.1 and using the theoretical value of

pE= 12.5 for water in equilibrium with atmospheric oxygen [26], the ratio of Cr(VI)

to Cr(III) Should be -10m. If the pE is 6.5, consistent with the assumption that

the redox level of seawater is controlled by the O~Ol couple and [H10 2)=O.1

fJM [28], this ratio falls to 100.

In practice, however, Cr(VI):Cr(III) ratios ranging from less than 1 to 70 have

been reported (27). Several reasons have been put forward to explain the

observed discrepancies between the calculated values and the experimental

data. These include the kinetic stability of Cr(lIl) which makes oxidation very

slow and the possible removal of Cr(VI) by organic matter in natural waters.

Both these factors would result in a higher relative concentration of Cr(III).

However, nowadays the consensus is that the analytical data dOes not truly

reflect the actual situation in the original sample because of deficiencies in the

analytical methOdOlogies used (29]. Many sampling and analytical techniques

actually disturb the equilibria in solution. The realization that the sampling,

storage and analysis of trace metals in environmental samples requires extreme

precautions to overcome possible contamination has cast doubt over much

available trace metal data, including the available data on Chromium in

seawater. New data are therefore called for.



1.4 ANALYTlCAL METHODS FOR CHROMIUM

There is a prolific literature dealing with the determination and speciation of

chromium in .....arious matrices. Virtually all the standard methods for metal

analysis methods have been employed for the determination of chromium,

ranging from the relatively simple and cheap spectrophotometric methods to

chromatographic and nuclear methods. A literature search shows that just

during the period 1992-1997, there have been almost 100 papers relating to the

determination of chromium in environmental samples. While this is an indication

of the amount of interest in the determination of chromium, it also underlines the

fact that no single method has gained universal acceptance as a standard

method. The reason for this lies in the difficulties that have to be overcome in

the establishment of a reliable method. The extremely low concentrations of

chromium in seawater mean that there are very few applicable techniques with

sufficient sensitivity and selectivity. Even with the most sensitive technique

available, the analyte needs 10 be preconcentrated for the determination of

chromium species. Very often the Cr(lII) and Cr(VI) species need to be

physically separated before the analysis. Preconcentrationl separation methods

that have been employed for the determination of chromium in seawater have

been based on coprecipitation [30-38). solvent extraction [39-42], ion-exchange

and sorbent extraction [29, 43-531, and electrodeposition 154, 55). These

sample pretreatment steps are often very time consuming and liable 10 introduce



errors (speciation change, analyte loss, contamination) in the analytical data.

This is probably why during recent years there has been a shift in emphasis

towards on-line flow-injection methods for the separation and preconcentration

of chromium species,

Following the sample pretreatment steps, detection of the chromium species has

been achieved by uv-vis spectrophotometry [53, 56-59], chemiluminescence [47,

51,601. flame and electrothermal atomic absorption spectrometry [29, 33, 35, 36,

38,39, 41,43, 44, 46, 49, SO, 52, 54, 55, 61-66], ICP-AES [48, 67~9J, ICP-MS

[45, 70-74}, neutron activation analysis 1301, X-ray fluorescence [32, 37J and

isotope dilution mass spectrometry [75, 76}. An electron capture detector has

also been used for detection in a gas chromatographic method for chromium

[421

In addition to the methods listed above, electrOChemical methods have also

been employed for the determination of chromium in naturat waters, inclUding

seawater. These methods are discussed in Section 1.6

In spite of the multitude of existing methods for the determination of Chromium, it

is interesting to note that very few have actually been employed for the analysis

of chromium in seawater. Methods that have been employed for the

determination of chromium in seawater are shown in Table 1,1. Except for the

methOds with on-line separation and preconcentration of the species (29, 43),



the pretreatment steps are time consuming, laborious and prone to

contamination during for example, the filtration and centrifugation steps.

10
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Table 1.1: Non-electrochemical melhods for the determination of chromium in seawater.

Separalionlpreconcenlratlon method Mode of Deleclion Delection limit Reference

Cr(VI) extracled with Atiquat-336 in toluene at Flameless AAS Cr(VI): 0.01 ~glL 39

pH 2. Cr(III): 0.03 uglL

Cr(lII) extracted as above but at pH 6-8 and in

the presence of > 1 M thiocyanate.

Cr(lII) coprecipitated with Fe(OH)] at pH 8. FlarnelessMS I ngIL 33
Both Cr species coJ)feclpilated wllh aerial

xidalion of Fe(OH)2' Cr(VI) by difference.

Cr(lII) Coprecipitated with Fe(OH)] at pH 8.5 then XRF 0.1 ~glL 32

Cr(VI) from same solution wilh Co(PDC),' at pH

Precipitates collected as thin films.

Cr(lII) coprecipitated with Fe(OH)J at pH 8. FlamelessMS not mentioned 31

Both Cr species coprecipitated with bismuth

~xide at pH 8. Cr(VI) by difference.

Cr(VI) coprecipitated with PbSO~ al pH 3.5. FlamelessMS 0.3~ 35

Crllll) not determined.
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Table 1.1 (continued)

5ePI'lllon/preconcentration method Mode of Detecllon Detection limit Reference

Cr(Vl) copredpitaled with Pb(PDC)J at pH 4, then NAA not mentioned 30

Icr(lU) coprecipitated from same soMion at pH 9.
--

Flow in}ectlon extraction of Cr(VI) with NaOOC·. Flameless AAS CI(VI): 16 ng/l 29

etal Cr after oxidation of Cr(llI) 10 Cr(VI) and Crllll): 18 ng/l

r(lIl) by difference.

Cr(llI) is extracted at pH 6 in toluene as the Gas chromatographic, Cr(VI): 13.3 ng/l 42

1,1,1·Trifluoroacetylactone complex. withECO Cr(IlI): 3.2 ng/l

olal Cr extracted as above afler reduction of

Cr(VI)to Cr(III).

CI(VI) by difference.

r(lIl) coprecipitated with Ga(OH)J at pH 9·10. Flameless AAS 20 ng/l 36

atal Cr after redudion of Cr(VI) to Cr(lll) and

~r(VI) by differenca.

low injection extraction of Cr(lII) with immobilized Flameless AAS not mentioned 43

~uinolin.a.ol.

otal Cr after reduction of Cr(VI) 10 Cr(lII) and

r(VI) by difference.

PDC is pyrrolidinedithlocarbamate, DOC Is dlethyldithlocarbamate



As an illustration of the amount of labour typically involved in the above

methods, the sample pretreatment in the gas etvomatographic method of Mugo

and Orians [42] is outlined.

• Tnlnlifer WmeM- to ruaJotI YftUl, ofdlust pH to 6.61;0.2 with CHJCOOH,

~nd ~dd Hpnd(tl'1~1and atrxtlnllOIvenl (~).

• Sh.lke for S s, ltMn hut In mlaowwe _ for J min.

• Remove from m/croolQve oven, duke for S i, r«um to microoloqve oven

~nd he.lt for ~ fiJrm.... J min.

• Cool compillely to room tempentUre, with ih.lkJnf for the Rnt 10 min.

• Tnlnlifll'r to S~n1torY funnel, s~n1te ~nd dlsard~I~yw.

• Stwke orpnlc I~yw from ~bovewith delonlztod w.lItw, allow to sep,lnlte,

add NaOH and sh.lke for 20 s. (This uep Is wid to be crWal).

• Sep~~te orpnlc I~Yf!!" ~nd rinse twice with dtlonlzed watf!!".

• T~mfl!'r mract to clean &l~s ...~I for subsequent (nlealon

into GC column and qu~ntlflatJon.

The above sample pretreatment is for the determination of Cr(lII) only; total Cr is

determined after reducing Cr(VI) to Cr(lII) with NaZSO), then following the above

procedure. Cr(VI) is then obtained by difference. The various steps involved in

the above procedure make the analysis time very long; in addition to the time, it

should be realized that contamination risks are being magnified at each stage

and With every Chemical being used in the analytical procedure.

The methods described by Sperling et at. (29) and Pasullean et at. (43} are

arguably the best among the existing non-electrochemical methods but they do

require some specialized and expensive equipment in contrast to the very simple

equipment required in the electrochemical methods, as will be discussed in
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Section 1.6. From the point of view of convenience, the appeal of both of these

methods is greatly reduced by the need for an off-line oxidation (291 and

reduction [43J. Sperling et at oxidized Cr(lII) to Cr(VI) by boiling samples at pH

9 with I<zS~O& for 25 minutes at 105 ·C, whereas Pasullean et al. reduced Cr{Vlj

to Cr(llI) by a 20-min treatment with hydroxylamine hydrochloride at room

temperature. Pasullean et al. (43) employed a cation exchange resin for the

preconcentration of Cr(lfl). In the light of an investigation by Rai et al. [77J whicn

shows that Cr(OH))o is the dominant Cr(lIl) species in SOlution, the reliability of

this method could be compromised because the resin will be unable to bind

Cr(JII) species like Cr(OH).- and Cr(OH)Jo.
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1.5 VOLTAMMETRIC METHODS FOR TRACE ANALYSIS

Voltammetlic methods of analysis, which have been used since the invention of

polarography in 1922, witnessed a serious dedin. in use and was even

threatened with extinction [78] with the devek>pment of Atomic AbSOfPtion

Spectrometry (AAS) in the mid-1960'S. The remarkabfe detection limits of MS.

coupled with its ability 10 determine almost all the metallic efements, was beyond

the reach of classical polarography, which had come to be regarded as a very

unattractive technique due to its clumsy instrumentation. However. there has

been a resurgence of interest in the electroanalytical techniques during the past

25 years, mainly as a result of the appearance of vastly improved. commercially

available instrumentation which has taken full advantage of the electronic

revolution. In parallel with the instrumental developments, there have also been

accompanying advances in the theoretical aspects of eJectroanalytical

techniques with the development of, fO( example. a.C, pulse and stripping

techniques_ As a consequence, voltammetry is now establiShed as an extremely

versatile, sensitive, rapid and inexpensive analytical technique which has found

applications in most areas of analytical chemistry. The fundamental principles of

polarography are described in reference (79) while reference (80) recounts

developments in polarographic tedv1iques that have led to the renaissance and

widespread adoption of voltammetry.
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AAS (especially Electrothermal AAS) and more recently, ICP-MS and ICP-AES

techniques are generally regarded as the ultimate methods of detection fOf

ultra-trace analysis because of the detection limits attainable by these

techniques. However, in the form of Anodic Stripping Voltammetry (ASV),

voltammetry offers a technique that. in specific cases, can rival these techniques

with respect to detection limits, reproducibility and ease of operation. The

extreme sensitivity of ASV is due to the analyte preconcentralion step inherent to

the technique, whereas the spectrometric techniques rely on a prior analyte

preconcentration step. Another advantage that ASV offers is that it can speciate

the analyte species on the basis of their lability in the natural medium [13). The

principles and applications of ASV are described in standard analytical

chemistry textbooks (e.g., 181 J) and will not be covered here.

The applicability of ASV is contingent on the metal to be determined being

soluble in mercury to form an amalgam. This requirement severely limits its

widespread application in environmental analysis and ASV has remained more

or less confined to the determination of Cu, Pb, Cd and Zn. In this respect, the

applicability of ASV is very restrictive, in contrast to the capability of AAS or ICP

techniques, which are readily applicable for the determination of most of the

elements in the Periodic Table.
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In parallel with ASV, Cathodic Stripping Voltammetry (CSV) techniques have

also been used for trace element analysis. Until relatively recently, this

technique was viewed as the 'mirror image' of ASV. In classical CSV, the

analyte species is electrolytically preconcentrated as an insoluble Hg species on

the electrode by the imposition of a relatively positive, constant potential during

the deposition stage. The applied potential results in the formation of Hg1
1- ions

on the electrode surface. Analyte species capable of forming insoluble Hg

compounds react with the H92a· to form an insoluble film on the surface of the

electrode. During the stripping stage, a negative potential scan is applied on the

electrode, resulting in the reduction of this insoluble compound to HgC and the

original analyte ion. The faradaic current resulting from this reduction forms the

analytical signal. In this preconcentration mode, CSV is applicable to the

analysis of mainly anionic species and has been used for the analysis of halides,

cyanide, sulphide and a variety of organic compounds.

The applicability of CSV has now been extended to the determination of metallic

species following considerable research into a new, non-electrolytic methOd of

preconcentration during the last decade. This preconcentration method is based

on the observation that many organic compounds exhibit surface active

properties that are manifested by their adsorption from solution onto the surface

of a solid phase. Adsorption has been regarded as an undesirable adverse

effect in polarography for a long time but enhancements in polarographic waves
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had been observed and attributed to adsorption since the early days of

polarography (79, 82~). Pihlar et at [85) were the first to exploit adsorption of

the dimethyrglyoxime complex of Ni on the Hg electrode for the preeoncentration

of Ni before its stripping. Since then, procedures for the determination of a large

number of trace elements have been developed and applied to environmental

samples. A recent paper by Fogg (86) includes a review of the historical

development of the technique.

An extremely useful article which contains a detailed treatment of the

fundamental principles of CSV, the mechanisms of complex adsorption and of

the stripping step has been published by Wang 187J; other very informative

papers [86, 88-91) provide excellent reviews on the development, potentials and

applications of CSV.

The principle behind the new method is very simple: under optimized solution

conditions, the analyte (generally metal ions) reacts with an added ligand to form

a complex which is adsorbed on the surface electrode during the

preconcentration stage. This complex is then reduced during the stripping

stage, which consists of the application of a negative potential scan on the

electrode. During the stripping stage, the reduction process prOducing the peak

current may be due to the reduction of the metal ion, the reduction of the ligand

or the simultaneous reduction of both the ligand and the metal ion. The
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selectivity of the method is detennined by the jUdicious choice of the complex· .

forming ligand and, since the reaction between the ligand and the analyte is

usually dependent on the oxidation state of the anatyte Species, speciation

analysis is generally achieved.

From the simple picture presented abOve, it can be conceived that with the

choice of a proper Itgand, any metallic species should be amenable to CSV

determination, opening up the whole PeriOdic Table to this extremely sensitive,

selective and inexpensive analytical technique. The reduction of the ligand can

be used for the determination of metals which are reduced at very negative

potentials. It is no wonder therefore that so much activity has been channelled

towards the search for new ligands for CSV of trace metals in environmental

samples. A comprehensive review of ligands used in, and metals detenninable

by CSV is given in reference [92J.

Almost two decades after the technique was first used fO( the detennination of

nickel, there is some continuing debate as to the name of the technique. Since

the adsorption phenomenon is utilized fO( preconcentration Of the analyte

species, the technique has also been referred to as Adsorptive Stripping

Voltammetry, (AdSV), as well as Adsorptive Cathodic Stripping Voltammetry

(AdCSV), whereas many workers simply refer to it as CSV based on the

direction of the current flow during the reduction. FOllowing a discussion on the
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pros and cons of the different names used for the technique, Fogg [~J reached

the conclusion that the term cathOdic stripping voltammetry with adsorptive

accumulation would be more informative. However, he acknowledged that the

term cathodic stripping will continue to be used. In the present work, the term

CSV is used throughout, with the understanding that the accumulation is

adsorptive

In contrast to the methods listed in Table 1.1, electrochemical methods for trace

metal analysis are very fast and require relatively simple and inexpensive

instrumentation. If the complexing ligand is Chosen such that the reaction occurs

selectively between the ligand and the analyte in a given oxidation state,

speciation is achievable without lengthy separation steps and the

preconcentration inherent to the technique predudes the need for a potentially

contaminating preconcentration step. The whole analytical procedure can

generally be carried out within the confines of a clean bench, which is a major

asset in trace analysis. The fact that the material adsorbed on the mercury

electrode is readily accessible for instantaneous reduction during the stripping

stage leads 10 the flow of a large current, which is the analytical signal. Hence

high sensitivities, i.e., extremely low detection limits, can be achieved. In CSV,

detection limits in the Sub-1J9/L level are routinely achieved using

preconcentration times of 1-3 min. All these assets make CSV potentially the

most appropriate technique for environmental analysis.
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1.6 VOLTAMMETRIC ANALmCAl METHODS FOR CHROMIUM

Polarographic methods for the analysis of chromium have long been established

but the detection limits do not permit their application to natural waters. The

polarographic determination of Cr(VI) and Cr(lII) is described, for example, in

reference [93\ However, it was during the pOlarographic study of Cr in

supporting medium containing EDTA and nitrate ions that an important

observation was made by Tanaka and Ito (94]. These authors found that the Cr

polarographic waves were unusually high in this medium and attributed it to the

catalytic re-oxidation of an intermediate Cr(II)-EDTA complex by nitrate ions.

More details and the full implications of this effect are discussed in Section 4.3.

Zarebski [95J studied this effect further, with three different, related ligands.

EDTA, cyclOhexanediamminetetraacetic acid (eOTA), and

diethylenetriamminepentaacetic acid (OTPA), as supporting electrolytes (in the

presence of nitrate ions) and found that DTPA was more suitable than EDTA as

supporting electrolyte for the polarographic determination of Cr. He also found

that in the presence of OTPA. the sensitivities of Cr(lIl) and Cr(VI) were different

and described a method incorporating the coprecipitation of Cr(H1) as Cr(OH1 J

and of Cr(VI) as BaCrO_ for the speciation of chromium Reported detection

limits were 5 IJglL for both species.
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In 1985, Golimowski et at (96) were the first to recognize the role of adsorption

in the polarographic dettn'ninatton of Cr in the presence of DTPA as supporting

electrolyte. They showed that the Cr-DTPA is adsorbed on Hg whereas

Cr-EDTA is not, hence the observation by zarebski {95] that DTPA is more

suitable than EDTA for the polarographic determination of Cr. GoIimowski et at

(96] exploited the adsorption of the Cr·OTPA complex for the preroncentration of

the analyte at a Hanging Mercury Drop Electrode and thus published the first

CSV method for Chromium. OTPA was used as the complexing ligand and the

catalytic effect of nitrate ions was used for enhancement of the reduction

currents. In what would be the first application of a voltammetric technique for

the determination of Chromium at levels prevalent in natural waters, they

reported a detection limit of 20 ngll for a 2-min deposition time. The superiority

of this analytical method vis·a-vis the non-eleclrOChemical methods discussed in

Section 1A was unquestionable. The CSV method provided not only the

required detection limit, but it did so without the need for any separate sample

pretreatment steps.

However, Golimowski et al. I96J failed to consider that the sensitivity of Cr(ln)

was less than that of Cr(VI), although this observation had already been made

by Zarebski in 1977. These authors also failed to observe that the response of

Cr(llI) was transient (see below). According to Golimowski et al. therefore, the

method was applicable for the determination of total chromium and they claimed
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success in its application for the determination of chromium in river, lake, sea

and rain water.

Given the differing views of Zarebski (95) and of Golimowski et al. [96) regarding

the applicability of the OTPA method for the determination to Cr(III), Torrance

and Gatford [97) made a very thorough study of the CSV of the Cr·OTPA

complex and confirmed that the responses of Cr(lII) and Cr(VI) were indeed

different. They found that the Cr(VI):Cr(lIl) response ratio was 1.4:1 at 0.1 ~glL

and 1.2:1 at 1 IJglL of Cr respectively_ These authors also found that with both

Cr(lII) and Cr(VI) there was a kinetic effect that produCed a decrease in peak

current with time; this decrease was more severe for CrOll), with a decrease of

15% in the first 5 min after the addition of OTPA. Therefore it was concluded

that Cr(llI) and Cr(VI) cannot be determined in a solution unless all Cr(lIl) is

oxidized to Cr(VI). They achieved this by healing the sample solutions with

bromine water and attained detection limits of 0.023 ~glL Cr as Cr(VI)

Scholz et al. [98] also confirmed that the OTPA method works reliably only for

Cr(VI) and proposed that, for the speciation of chromium, total chromium be

determined as Cr(VI) after prior conversion of Cr(lIl) to Cr(VI) by uv·irradiation

Cr(VI) only was determined after a prior step in which the Cr(ll!) was removed

from solution by coprecipitation with AI(OH)3' Cr(lll) could then be obtained by

difference.
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In analogous methods, triethylenetetraaminehexaacetic acid (TTHA) [99, 1001

has been used as the complexing ligand in the CSV determination of chromium

as Cr(VI). Cr(lll) was not determined.

The use of OTPA as the camplexing ligand in the determination of chromium was

further studied by Boussemart et al. (1011, who devised and optimized a method

for the speciation of Chromium in seawater. These authors observed that the

sensitivity for Cr(lII) was about 70% of the Cr(VI) sensitivity. They also found

that the response for Cr(llI) was transient, disappearing completely in about 30

min. They therefore devised a method whereby the CSV peak current was

recorded under optimized conditions immediately after the addition of OTPA to

the voltammetric cell. The peak current at this time would be equivalent to the

response due to Cr(lIl} and Cr(VI). Then, after 30 min (when the Cr(lll) was

believed not to be responding), they carried out a determination of Cr(VI) by a

Cr(VI) standards addition. The concentration of Cr(lII) was estimated from the

initial response of Cr(lII) plus Cr(VI). ThUS, they reponed a detection limit of 0.1

nM (ca. 5 ngll) for a 2-min deposition time. Although they used this method for

the speciation of Cr in seawater from the N.W. Mediterranean [101, 102]. it is

deficient in that the Cr(lll) can only be estimated. Apparently, these authors

failed to consider the findings of Torrance and Gatford [97] regarding the

differing ratios of Cr(VI):Cr(lIl) responses at different concentrations as well as

the rapidly decreasing response of Cr(lll). The rate of decrease of the Cr(lII)
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response is such thai by the time the solulion is purged and the first

voltammetric run completed, there already is a substantial loss in signal. If, as is

normal practice, voltammetric runs are carried out in triplicate and, as proposed,

a deposition lime of 2 min is chosen, it would be impossible to quantify the initial

response due to the Cr(III). However, this method is very useful because it

enables tolal Cr(VI) to be detennined without any sample pretreatment step.

Probably having realized the deficiencies of the above method, Boussemart and

van den Berg later published another method (103) for the determination of

Cr(llI) in seawater. In this case, Ihe Cr(lII) was preconcentrated by adsorption

on silica. The adsorbed Cr(lII) was later released by converting it to Cr(VI) by

uv-irradialion and this Cr(Vlj was determined by CSV, with DTPA as the

complexing ligand.

Besides the polyaminodiacetic acids (OTPA and TTHA), cupferron [104],

diphenylcarbazide (OPCA) [105] and very recently, 2.2-bipyridine [106] have

been used as complexing ligands for the CSV detennination of chromium. The

detection limits attained by these methods are respectively 1, 20 and 1 nglL.

With cupferron and 2,2~bipyridine, identical responses are obtained for Cr(lII)

and Cr(Vl) whereas in the method with DPCA, only Cr(VI) can be determined.

Further, the DPCA method cannot be applied to seawater because chloride ions

interfere.
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1.7 NEED FORA NEW METHOD

From the discussion in Sections 1.4 and 1.5, it can be seen that analytical

methods with the required sensitivity for the speciation determination of

chromium in seawater can be based on both non-etectrochemical and

electrochemical techniques. However, better detection limits are attainable with

electrochemical techniques. Additionally, the electrochemical techniques

generally involve less sample pretreatment and are faster and cheaper to

perform. For these reasons, electroanalytical methods are preferable for the

determination of chromium.

Of the stripping techniques discussed in Section 1_5, the method based on

DTPA seems best suited 10 the determination of Cr(VI) in seawater, because

Cr(llI) does not respond. However, the difficulty faced in determining Cr(lll) is a

major drawback. Considering the methods described above, Ihe complete

speciation of chromium would need the complete oxidation of Cr{lII) to Cr(VI) or

the physical separation of the Cr(lII) species as done in the methods by

Boussemart and van den Berg [103) or Scholz et al. [98). These pretreatment

steps are lengthy and are potentially likely to introduce analyte losses as well as

contamination in the analytical method. The incorporation of sample

pretreatment steps seems 10 be contrary to the spirit of electroanalytical
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techniques where excellent sensitivity coupled with simplicity and minimal

sample handling is lauded as the great asset of the technique.

The complete speciation of chromium could in principle be achieved without any

need for sample pretreatment by the use of two different complexing ligands, for

example, DTPA for Cr(Vl) only and then cupferron or 2,2-bipyridine for total

chromium (Cr(lII) plus Cr(VI». The difference between total chromium and

Cr(VI) would then be equivalent to Cr(III). However, adoption of such a

speciation scheme has apparently not yet been investigated, probably because

it would entail undesirable additional time and costs (costs and purification of

additional chemicals etc.) in the overall methodology.

In view of the lack of a simple CSV method for the speciation of chromium in

seawater, it was believed worthwhile to develop a new method. The main

objective of this research was therefore to develop a new CSV method for the

determination of chromium at ultra·trace levels. A major goal of this new method

was to be able to determine chromium species without the incorporation of

pretreatment steps that would make it unattractive from the perspective of

convenience and contamination. Hence, from the very onset, all steps that were

likely to introduce contamination, analyte losses or speciation changes during

the determination or which would make the total analysis time too long were

precluded. Thus techniques incorporating the physical separation of the analyte
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species (e.g., coprecipitation, centrifugation and filtration) or oxidation/reduction

steps that were long (e.g., uv·jrradiation, heating, boiling, etc.) were precluded.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 REAGENTS

Concentrated hydrochloric acid, nitric acid and ammonia used throughout the

analytical process was of the highest purity available. These reagents, obtained

from Seaslar Chemicals Inc., are purified by double sub-bOiling distillation in

quartz and will be referred to as a-Her, O-HNOJ and Q·NH J respectively.

Dilutions of these reagents are then referred to so as 10 reflect the dilution factor

obtained, e.g., Q/2-HCI means cone. Q-grade Her diluted 1:1 with Nanopure

water.

Water used throughout (for dilution, rinsing or as the sample) was distilled and

then deionised with a NANOpure II system (Barnstead). This distilled, deionised

water will henceforth be referred to as Nanopure water.

Seawater used as the sample during most of the optimization experiments was

obtained from the Ocean Sciences Centre, logy Bay, Newfoundland. Upon

collection in precleaned polyethylene bottles, the seawater was wrapped in

double pOlyethylene bags and kept refrigerated at 4 °C at all times. The trace

metal content of this seawater (referred to as Logy Bay seawater) is routinely
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monitored by ASV (10 min deposition) in our laboratory: no cadmium, copper or

lead has been detected in this seawater and the zinc concentration varies in the

range 0.1-0.2 IJglL. The chromium content of this seawater was found to be

0.101 IJg/l and it was used without any purification for most of the method

development work.

When required, (for example, in calculating detection limits), this seawater was

purified by a method of coprecipitation with Fe(OHh as follows:

0.1 mM of FeCI
2

was added to the Logy Bay seawater in a wide-mouthed plastic

bottle, and the pH adjusted to -7. The solution was stirred for 30 min and then

left standing overnight on the clean bench. At this pH, Cr(VI) is reduced to

Cr(llI) and coprecipitated with Fe(OH)] as the latter is precipitated oul as a result

of the aerial oxidation of Fe(ll) and hydrolysis. After the oxidation of Fe(lI) is

complete, the precipitate is filtered out through 0.45 IJm Millipore membrane

filters. The filtrate, referred to as purified seawater, is collected and used as

required. The above procedure is slightly modified from one used by Cranston

and Murray (33) for the speciation and determination of Cr by an atomic

absorption spectrometry method.

'Suprapur' potassium chloride, used as the supporting electrolyte, was obtained

from SOH Inc. and was used without purification.
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Xylenol Orange (XO) ('Baker Analysed'), was obtained as the sodium salt and

used without purification. An attempt was in fact made to purify Ihis compound

by a chromatographic method, described by Sato et a!. [107J but it was found to

be impractical in view of the fact that this compound had to be made up weekly

(see below) and also because of the extremely dilute solutions involved. It is

believed that XO does not introduce any contaminant Cr in the analysis because

no Cr peaks were detected in blank solutions. Working solutions of 2.5 mM XO

were made up by dissolving the appropriate amount of the salt in Nanopure

water. It was observed that aqueous solutions of XO visibly dal'1(ened on

keeping for about 2 weeks. No deterioration in the efficacy of these solutions in

the CSV of chromium was observed, however, even after keeping for months.

Nonetheless, XO solutions were made up weekly.

PIPES (piperazine N,N'-bis[2·ethanesulphonic acid]) (SigmaUltra, Sigma

Chemical Co.) was used as the buffer reagent. This compound is insoluble in

water but soluble in aqueous ammonia. An aqueous solution of mixed buffer

(PIPES/HCJlNH J ) was made up such that final concentrations were as follows:

PIPES, 0.1 M; NHJ , 2.5 M and HCI, 0.1 M. 100 IJL of this solution added to 10

mL of Nanopure water gave a pH of 8.4; further addition of 50 IJL, 0.2 M HCI to

this solution gave a pH of 7.1. In seawater, the pH on addition of 100 IJL buffer

was 8.2; a final pH of 6.7 could be obtained upon the addition of 100 JJL of Hel

(0.2 M) to this solution.
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A 5 M solution of sodium nitrate, NaNO~, was made up by dissolving the

appropriate amount of the salt in Nanopure water; NaNOJ was either Suprapur

grade (Merck) or AnaiaR reagent (BOH) which was purified in the lab by a

coprecipitation method as described in the purification of seawater. When

purified by this method, NaNOJ was found to contain less than 0.03 nM Cr [101]

Since it was found that Fe is a potential interferent in the CSV of Cr, the purified

NaNO] was further purified by ion-exChange with Chelex-100. 0.1 g of

Chelex-1oo, H- form, (Bio-Rad laboratories) was added per 100 ml of NaNO] at

pH 7 and the mixture stirred for at least 24 hours before filtering through 0.45 ~m

Millipore membrane filters. However, in view of the poor solubility of Fe(OH)] in

neutral, aqueous solutions (~= 2.64x10--3ll) [1081, this ion-exchange step was

subsequenlly found to be unnecessary and later batches of NaNO] were spared

this treatment. No quantifiable amount of Cr could be detected in the purified

NaNOJ or the Suprapur grade NaNO].

A 1.5 M solution of sodium sulphite, Na2SO], was made up by dissolving the

appropriate amount of the salt (AnalaR reagent, BOH) in Nanopure water and

purified by a 12-h treatment with Chelex-100 and filtration

Stock solutions of Cr(VI), 100 mgll, were made by dilution of a 1000 mgll Cr (as

~Crp,) AAS standard (Fischer Scientific) and also by dissolving the

appropriate amount of the ~crO. (BOH) in Nanopure water The responses of
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both these standards were similar. A stock solution of Cr(III), 1000 mgll, was

made by dissolving the appropriate amount of the CrCI,.6H:O ('Baker Analysed')

in Nanopure water. Working standard solutions of Cr(VI) and Cr(lII) were made

up from the stock solutions by apprOpriate dilutions on a daily (25 IJgll, 100

IJg/l), or weekly (1 mgll) basis.

A 0.01 M solution of FeCI2, used in the purification of seawater and NaNDJ , was

made by dissol.... ing the appropriate amount of FeCI2.4H2D (BOH) in 0.1 M Trace

Metal grade HeL
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2.2 MATERIALS

Only plasticware made of polyethylene. polypropylene or Teflon was used for

the storage of reagents and samples. Calibrated automatic pipettes. fitted with

plastic pipette tips, were used for solution transfer.

Test solutions were contained in either Teflon (FiSCher Scientifrc) or glass

(EG&G. PAR) voltammetric cells.

Filtration of samples and reagents, whenever required, was carried through 25

mm (diameter), 0.45 IJm Miltipore membrane filters (HA type, Mitlipore

Corporation), used in conjunction with a filter holder and 10 or 30 ml syringes.

2.2.1 Cleaning of M.teri.ls

Prior to use, all plastM:Yiare was subjected to a thorough cleaning procedure as

described below. The cleaning procedures described have been adapted from

Bruland et al. (109].

Bottles for sample and reagent storage were cleaned in the following way. After

rinsing with acetone to remove organic impurities. they were immersed in a hoi

(-60 0c) solution of 5% microdelergent (Cole-Parmer) bath for 24 hours. rinsed

with copious amounts of Nanopure water, filled with 6 M HCI (reagent grade)

and soaked in a 2 M Hel (reagent grade) bath for at least two weeks. After this
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period of time. they were again rinsed well and filled with 0.1 M HNO, (Trace

Metal grade) (or 0.1 M Q-HCI for 3O-mL bottles which were used to contain

standards of vety low concentrations), wrapped in double polyethylene bags and

stored for at least 2 weeks. Before use, these bottle. were thoroughly rinsed

with Nanopure water.

Small items. such as disposable lips, fitter holderS. syringes and voltammelric

cells, were cleaned in a similar manner. After the detergent wash, items were

placed in an acid bath (3 M reagent grade Hel at -60 OC) for 48 hours, followed

by another 7.5 M Trace Metal grade HNO, bath at -60 °C for 24 hours.

Disposable lips were then rinsed with and kept immersed in Nanopure water

unlil use.

Filter holders, syringes and vottammetric cells were further cleaned in a 1 M

a-Hel bath, rinsed well with Nanopure water and allowed to air dry on the clean

bench. Filter holders and syringes were used for SpecifIC reagents so there was

no danger of cross contamination.

The MiUipore membrane filters were soaked in a 2 M a-Hel bath for at leasl

three weeks. Before use, they were rinsed well with Nanopure water and placed

in filter holders and then further rinsed by passing large amounts of Nanopur.

water through them.
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2.3 THE CLEAN BENCH

In keeping with trace metal analysis protocols, aU sample handling, reagent

storage and the experimental analyses were carried out on a clean bench which

conformed to Class-100 specifications. The ctean bench is a metal free

enclosure (24"(L) x 4B"(W) and 3O"(H» which is continuously purged by a

laminar flow of filtered air. The unidirectional air flow is maintained by a fan

which operates by drawing air through a pre-filter and then pushing it through a

high efficiency particle air (HEPA) filter (EAC1, mode MAC 10) and throughout

the enclosure. The positive pressure thus created ensures that no airborne

contaminants enter the working a~ea. The filtering unit was kept on all the lime;

when not being used, a plastic curtain was hung on the open side of the clean

bench. The clean bench is itself located in a room with restricted access and the

air supply to this room is scrubbed by coarse filters.

The working area of the clean bench is made of high density polyethylene and

was regularly rinsed with distilled, deionised water and wiped dry with lint-free

wipers (Kimwipes). All operations inside the clean bench were carried out

wearing disposable polyethylene gloves (Fischer Scientific).
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2.4 INSTRUMENTS

Voltammetry experiments were carried out mostly with a EG&G Princeton

Applied Research Modef 3848 POlarographic Analyzer (henceforth ref8fTed to as

Model 3848 Polarographic Analyzer) interfaced to a personal computS' through

the PAR Model 394 Analytical VOItammetry Software. Every step of theanalysis

(e.g.. purging, drop dispensing, stirring, scanning, data acquisition, etc.) is

automated; the interfacing to the computer provides more flexible control of data

acquisition and analysis by allowing storage and manipulation of data.

Some experiments during the early periods of the project were C8"ried out

without the software, in which case the results were displayed as

currenUpotential plots on a Houston Instrument OMP-4Q plotter.

The electrode used was a PAR Model 303A SMDE operating in the Hanging

Mercury Drop Electrode (HMDE) mode. The reference electrode was a

saturated KCI AglAgCI electrode and the counter electrode was a platil'lJm wire.

All sOlutions could be stirred by a Teflon..coated star shaped mBgi8tic bar

(Fischer Scientific) which was driven by a PAR Model 30S Stirrer. nis stirrer

was normally operated in the 'auto' mode and at the 'high' setting. A mechanism

for de-aeration of the S8mple solution is incorporated in the electrode system.
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The electrode was always kept on the clean bench. Between samples, the

electrode was thoroughly cleaned by first rinsing with Nanopure water, then

immersing in 1 M Trace Metal grade HNOJ for at least 30 min, then rinsing with

Nanopure water, 0.1 M Q-HCI and again with Nanopure water When not in use,

the electrode was kept immersed in 0.1 M a-HCI.

Some cyclic voltammetric experiments were carried out with a Model CS 1087

Computer Controlled Electroanalytical System (Cypress Systems Inc., Kansas,

USA). This instrument was used in conjunction with the PAR Model 303A

SMDE, in which case a PAR Model 174 or Model 3848 Polarographic Analyzer

was used to power the electrode for the purpose of dispensing the mercury

drops. This instrument will henceforth be referred to as the Cypress System.

In all the voltammograms displayed in the course of this thesis, the

polarographic convention is used. In this convention, cathodic current is

considered positive and potentials are plotted so that the potentials increase in a

negative manner to the right-hand side of the i-E curves

All pH measurements were made with a Chemtrix Type GOA pH meter, In

conjunction with a combined glass pH electrode (Broadley James). The pH

meier was calibrated at least once a week with pH buffers 4.01, G.86 and 7.41.

The glass electrode was kept permanently on the clean bench and its use

restricted to measuring pH of test solutions; therefore the test solution could be
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moved back and forth from the HMDE to the pH electrode without contamination.

This was required beCause accurate pH adjustments sometimes had to be made

during the course of the experimental procedure (e.g., in speCiation

determinations, Na1SOl is added at pH 2, then the solution pH brought back to

pH 7.' for the actual determination). After use with any particular sample, the

pH electrode was thoroughly cleaned first by rinsing with Nanopure water, then

immersing it in 0.' M Trace Metal grade Hel for 5 min and finally rinsing again

with Nanopure water. When not in use the electrode was kept immersed in

Nanopure water or 0.' M KCI (for longer periods of time).
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2.5 SAMPLE COLLECTION

For determination of chromium in the North West Atlantic Ocean, samples were

collected during a cruise on bOard the CSS Hudson on 10 August 1993 during

the 1993 IOC (Intergovemmental Oceanic Commission) cruise and supplied by

Or William M. Landing of Florida State University. Samples for chromium

determination were collected at Station 2: 54~50' N, 48°46' W. The seawater

samples were collected in pre-cleaned SOO mL polyethylene bottles and

immediately frozen, without any acidification or filtration. Sample bottles were

kept wrapped in double polyethylene bags and frozen at _14°C until used.



2.6 TYPICAL EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

To illustrate the normal sequence of events in the course of a typical experiment,

the determination of Cr in seawater is described.

A 9.85 mL aliquot of seawater is pipetted into a voltammetric cell (using an

Eppendorf Maxipettor pipette 4720 and Maxitip) and 50 IJL, 0.2 M Q-HC! is

added. The solution is mixed by stirring with a magnetic bar for about 1 min

(Section 3.4). Then 100 IJL of 0.1 M PIPES buffer solution and 750 lJL 5 M

NaNO~ is added. The pH of the solution is adjusted to the desired value (-6.7 in

the case of seawater) by the addition of 0.2 M O-HCI and/or 0/10 NHJ solution.

50 IJL of 2.5 mM XO is pipettec:t into the solution and the voltammetric cell placed

in the thoroughly rinsed electrode. This solution is purged with UHP nitrogen,

with stirring, for 6 min and a voltammetric programme initiated.

The following is now performed under voltammetric control: the mixture is purged

for a further 10 S (stirring on); 2 mercury drops are dispensed and dislodged and

then another drop dispensed. The analyte is collected (preconcentrated), with

stirring, on the Hg drop at the appropriate potential (generally -1.2 V) for a

suitable length of time (normally 60 S). Stirring is stopped and after a

quiescence time of 10 s, the potential is scanned at 200 mV/s from -1.2 to -1.6 V,

using a Square Wave modulation. The iJE plot is displayed on the computer
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screen and the i1E data can be stored for further analysis. This \/oltammelric

programme is repeated to obtain duplicate or triplicate data, as desired.

Calibration is done by the methOd of standard additions: farrowing the addition of

a spike, the solution is purged for 2 min and the \/oltammetric programme

initiated again. Usually, peak currents for 3 standard spikes were obtained for

calculating the analyte concentration in the sample.
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CHAPTER 3

METHOD DEVELOPMENT

3.1 CHOICE OF LtGAND

The firsllask in the development of the new CSV method was to select a ligand

which would permit the sensitive and selective determination of the two

chromium species. For ease of use and for its universal applicability, the

following characteristics of the potential ligand were set as pre-requisites:

1. commercial availability in an acceptable degree of purity

2. solubility in water and stability of aqueous solutions

3. non-toxicity

4. adsorbability of its Cr complex on mercury.

The search for a ligand started with an examination of the structure~ of some

ligands already being used for the CSV of Cr and other metals. ligands thai

have been successfully employed in the CSV of Cr include DTPA (96, 96,101]

and TIHA (100) which are members of the polyaminodiacetrc acid family of

compounds, the best known example of which is EOTA. The excellent chelating

properties of this class of compounds is due to the iminodiacetic acid group
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HOOC---........ N/"-N~N........--COOH

HOOC~ l """"'-COOH

COOH

Cupferron (104) and diphenylcartJazide [105] have also been employed in the

CSV determination of Cr, Another organic compound which is extensively used

in trace metal analysis, including CSV of trace metals, but not in. the CSV of Cr,

is 8-hydroxyquinoline. The structures of DTPA, diphenylcarbazide, cupferron,

and 8·hydroxyquinoline are shown in Fig, 3.1. The excellent complexing ability

of all these molecules is attributed to the electron donating nitrogen and oxygen

atoms in close proximity of eaCh other.

OTPA

I

! Olo""nyle.....I.. Cupf• ...., .-Hydnl.yqUlnoll... 1

I
,0

0- N (Y') IIIi ~ # NH -NH " I yy
I _ /C=O N-O- OH

L-IO-------,;#N:;-y-;-:--H_=NH=0=1::~_I
F1i. 3.1: Some lipnds used in the CSV of metal ions

Based on these structures and GQmplexing abilities of the iminodiacetic acid

group of, for example, DTPA and that of the oxine group in 8-hydroxyquinoline, it

was predicted that a compound having a hydroxyl group in the proximity of the
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nitrogen of an iminodiacetic acid group would be an excellent ligand for the CSV

of metals and therefore a molecule with the following moiety was sought

'X:
COOH

---COOH

One class of compounds with the above moieties is the complexones. Of the

various compounds from this class of compounds routinely used as indicators in

analytical chemistry, Xylenel Orange (Fig. 3.2) was found to be best suited with

respect to its availability, solubility and stability.

Xy&enoIOl'llngt;

As can seen from the structural formula, this compound would be expected to

form stable complexes with metal ions and the occurrence of three benzene

rings in the molecule would lead to efficient adsorption on the mercury surface.

There have been two very recent reports on the utilization of XO as the ligand in
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the determination of Pb [110] and La [111]. The applicability of this compound in

the CSV of Cr was evaluated through a set of preliminary experiments
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3.1.1 Xyl.n~ OnInge

Xylenol Orange (o-cresolsulphOnphthalein43·.3"-bis(methyliminodiacetic acid).

henceforth referred to as XC, was first synthesized by the Mannich condensation

of formaldehyde, iminodiacetic acid and o-creSOlsulphonphthalein by Korbl,

Pribij and Emr (112) for use as a metallochromic indicator. This compound is

now considered to be the most useful of the metallochromic indicators (113. 114]

and is commercially available as the sodium salt. The colour reactions of XO

with diverse cations are very sensitive and it is an outstanding indicator in

complexometric titrations because it gives very sharp colour changes over the

whole range from pH 0 to 11 [115). The analytical applications of XO as an

indicator have been compiled by Bishop (116)

Fallowing the report of the synthesis of XC, there was some brisk interest in the

application of the compound 10 spectrophotometry in the 1960·s. XO readily

forms coloured complexes with many metal ions and was therefore successfully

used in spectrophotometric determination of many metals, including Cr. The

applications of XO in spectrophotometry have been reviewed (114, 115. 117J

During the same period, studies on the complexation reactions of XO and on the

properties of metal-XO complexes were undertaken. However, the equilibria

existing in aqueous solutions of XO are very complicated because of the

existence of protonated species [113J. XO is a HeX-0 type polybasic acid. The
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study of the complexation reactions of XO are further complicated by the fact

that it has two complexation sites and it has been reported that each of these

can react independently with metal ions (118]. Due to this, few data are

available on Ihe stability constants of metal-XO complexes. References (114,

119] have a compilation of available data on the complexes of XO with metals

ions After the considerable initial interest in XC, the application of this

compound has been more or less restricted 10 its role as an indicator in

complexometric titrations.

For the spectrophotometric determination of Cr with XO [120], the coloured

complex was formed by boiling Cr(lII) with excess XO at pH 1.9-2.2. The

complex has a 1:1 Cr(III).XO ratio and an apparent fonnatlon constant of

3.7x10J
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3.2 PREUMINARY EXPERIMENTS

A rapid appraisal of XO was made as follows:

1 The chromium complex was expected to be reduced at:.. -1.1 to -1.6 V

during the stripping stage of the CSV determination. This assumption

was based on the reduction potentials of Cr(IIl)"'I and other Cr complexes.

For example, some Em values for the reduction of some Cr(III) species

are given in Table 3.1 (121)

Toable 3.1: ReductIon poumdals of some Ct complexes

ICr species Product E'fl (vs SCE)

l~r(H'O).~ Cr(lI) -0.91 V

Cr(H1O).J· Cr(O) -1.47V

(Cr(HzO)EOTAt ICr(H,o)EOTAf" -1.250 V
I
rrIH,OlEOTAI" Cr(O) -1.60V

Cr(III)-TTHA Cr(II)-TTHA -1.202 V

Cr(III)-OTPA Cr(II)-OTPA ~1.16V

The seled:ed ligand would therefore have to provide an 'analytically dean'

region at potentials mOfe negative than - -1.1 V: specifically, no ligand

reduction peaks should be observed.

The voltammogram of XO (at pH 6.2) for a cathodic Square Wave scan

from -0.15 V to -1.7 V is shown in Fig. 3.3. pH 6.2 was chosen because,

from the distribution diagram of XO (Fig. 3.4), it can be seen that at this
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pH. equimolar amounts of H;tOJ. and H;<O" will be present in solution

and since these species were believed to be the complex forming

species, a preliminary evaluation at pH 6.2 seemed reasonable.

:: I
>.,

! 1.0.~.

~ 0.6
0.4

0.'0.0 '-- _

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 t.6 1.8

·E (V)

Fir. 3.3: CSV of XO ill pH 6.2. Nanopure water and KO supportinr
e1KtT01yW, [XO) _ 25 pM. Sqwre ~ve scan rate - 200
mV/s

Fig. 3.3 shows that an analytically clean region is indeed obtained in the

·1.1 to ·1.7 V region. The peak at - -0.75 V in the voltammogram of XO

results from an electrochemical reduction of the XO. The shape of lhe

peak. (the smaller peaks irtYnediately preceding and following the main

peak) suggests that this reduction occurs from an adsorbed state and the

prOduct remains adSOfbed on the electrode (79). However. given the

complexity of the XO molecule, these peaks may also be resulting from

more than one simultaneously occurring reduction processes.
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Fir. 3.4: Distrfbudon of XO spKies In ~lHOW solution. ().5 represent
spe(ies XO"", HXOS-, H~O·, HJXOJ-. H.XOJ · ~nd H,XO'
rts9KtIvety. D~Q from ref. (119)

2. When 5 IJglL of Cr(VI) was added to an aqueous solution of XO and a

I/oltammogram (cathodic scan, from ~l.15 1/ to -1.65 V) obtained after a

prior 60-5 deposition at -0.15 V, a new peak appeared at --1.43 V. The

height of this peak increased when the scanning was initialed from -1.15

V. after an accumulation at -1.15 V.

This peak was found to be enhanced by ina-easing the deposition time

and also by increasing Cr concentrations. No such peak was observed in

the absence of Cr. It was therefore concluded that the peak was the

consequence of the reduction of a Cr-XO species. Fig. 3.5 shows the

voltammograms for the -1.15 to -1.6 V region before and after the addition

ofCr(VI).
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fifo 3.5: Volummoerams showin. the emervence of the Cr peak. (,1) no
added 0, (b) 5 ,,",L O(VI)

3. Both Cr(llI) and Cr(VI) species generated the new peak, so the CSV

method would be amenable to the determination of Cr(lII) as well as

Cr(Vl). The Cr(IlI) peak was stable with time. in contrast with the

observation that the Cr(III)-DTPA peak is transient (97. 101}.

4 The Cr-XO redudion peaks seen above are not sensitive enough for the

determination of Cr al the levels expected in natural waters « 0.5 IJgll)

and, in common with some existing CSV methods, a catalytic regeneration

step would have to be incorporated with the reduction current

measurement step so as to enhance the sensitivity of the method. Nitrate

ions are known to oxidize Cr(lI) species to Cr(lII) (94, 122J and have been

utilized for sensitivity enhancement in CSV methods for Cr determination
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[96-101). The role of NO)' in the catalytic med'lanism is fully discussed in

Section 4.3.

Addition of increasing a-nounts (100 ~L aliquots) of 5 M NaNO) (AnalaR)

to the Cr-XO solutions was shown 10 greatly enhance the Cr peaks seen

above. In fact, the peak enhancement was so grea1 that some source of

contamination was immediately suspected. It was subsequently found

that the AnaiaR NaNOJ contained high concentrations of Cr. Thereafter,

only Suprapur grade or purified, Cr·fr.. NaNOJ was used. Addition of

Suprapur NaNO) enhanced the Cr peaks in the expected manner.

Voltammograms for the addition d NO; to a XO/Cr solution. Cr to a

XOfNOJ ' solution, and XO to a CrINO)' solution are shown in Fig. 3.6.

These voltammograms clearly demonstrate that the peaks are due to

Cr/XO and that NOJ ' enhances the peaks.
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Fie. 3.6 (i): AddItion of NOI' 10 Ji XOICrsolution. [CrJ -I PIlL
pi. NOJ'~ (a) O. (b) 100, (e) 300, (d) 800

(ii): AddIdonofCr (I 00 PJlL) to:. XOINOJ ' solution.
plCr.added: (a) 0, (b) 50, (cI100, (d) ISO

(iii): AddItion of XO co.a NO,"/Cr solution. (0) • I pt/l
pl XO.added: (a) O. (b) SO

5. The Cr-XO reduction peaks were (ound to be remarkably stable when

Cr-XQ solutions were left standing in the presence of mercury dispensed

during the CSV experiments. There was hardly any loss in signal after 1

hour and even after being kept in the vottammetric cell for 3 days, the

observed peak heights were about 40-50% of the original peak heights.

This loss is due to the adsorption of species on the container walls and

is normal, given the low aiTlOU"lts under consideration. The stability of

the response is in sharp contrast to the observation that elemental

mercury interferes in the CSV of Cr with DTPA as the complexing ligand

[101l
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Having demonstrated that the adsorptive deposition of the Cr·XO complex

followed by its catalytic reduction at the Hg electrode in the presence of N01·

could form the basis of a new CSV method for Cr, conditions with respect to

chemical and instnJmental parameters were optimized for the determination of

Cr in freshwaters and seawater.
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3.3 CHOICE OF POTENTIAl. IlODULATlON MODE

Square Wave (SW) voltammetry is I'lO'N considered to be the most sensitive

voltammetric technique available for ultra-trace analysis [123-125]. The

supaliority of this technique lies in the scheme of OJrrent measurement and the

high scan rates attainable. The working of SW voltan'lmetry is explained in most

standard analytical chemistry textbooks, e.g., [126, 127} and in reference (124)

and will not be repeated here. Reference (125) is an excellent source of

information on the theofy and application of SW voltammetry.

However, in this particular case, given the catalytie effect of NO; in the stripping

stage, a potential scan in the SW modulation may not necessarily be the best.

This is because during the reverse pulse of the SW, the polential may remain

negative enough to maintain the reduction of the Cr which is being chemically

oxidized by the NO;. In sUCh a case, a cathodic current will OCOJr even during

the reverse pulse. This would then lead to a smaller resultant analytical current.

This effect is demonstrated in Section 4.3. Better peaks may therefore be

obtained by using a Differential Pulse (DP) modulation for the StriPPing step. A

quick comparison between SW and DP modes of modulation showed that the

SW mOde was far better than OP. Fig. 3.7 compares ....oltammograms (or 0.5

~9/l Cr in SW, OP and linear Sweep (lS) mOdes.
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At this concentration level, the DP peak is iII--defined and not amenable to

quantitative analysis whereas excellent peaks are obtained for the SW

modulation. A SW moclulation was therefore selected for the stripping step in all

csv experiments. No peak was obtained if a linear sweep scan was utilized.

The rinear sweep voltammogram is induded in the comparison because it has

some implications in the cyclic voltammetry of the complex, discussed in Section

4.4. Linear Sweep Voltammetry (lSV) is vef'Y insensitive as compared to pulse

(OP and SW) voltammetric techniques and is usually not used for trace analysis.

LS

fi,. 3.7: ~rimnofSQu.ew~ (SW). Oifleren~ Pulse (OP) MId
L1nt¥ SMtP (LS) sannlRJ" modes.
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3,4 CHOICE OF BUFFER

The optimum pH for Cr determination was found to be 7.1lnO.05 in Nanopure

waler and 6.7iO.1 in seawater (Section 3.5.1). Preliminary W'OI'k was carried out

in Nanopure water buffered with HOAcJOAc·/NH,. Although the buffer capacity

of the acetate system at this pH is very low, it worked well for buffering

Nanopure but it was impossible to buffer seawater to a pH greater than about

6.2 with HOAclOAc'/NH,; a new buffer system then had to be found. Three

different buffers were tried:

HEPES (N-2-Hydroxyethylpiperazine-N-2..ethanesutphonic acid), PK. =7.56

Bis·Tris (bis(2-Hydroxyethylliminotris(hydroxymethyljmethanej, pI<" = 6.5 and

PIPES (piperazine N.N'-bis{2~thanesulphonicacid]), pI<" =6.8

The buffering capacity of HEPE$ in Nanopure water and seawater was good but

a large peak extending from -1.35 V 10 - 1.85 V and centred at -1.7 V was

observed in Nanopure water buffered to pH 6.8 with HEPES. This peak is

probably due to the reduction of W and since this peak is in the region of the

analytical peak, no further use was made of HEPES.

Bis-Tris/HCI was found to be very effective at buffering Nanopure water but not

very good for seawater at pH 6.7; the pH of Sis-Trls buffered seawater kept

decreasing with time. However, excellent buffering (in both Nanopure water and
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seawater) could be obtained when a mixture Of Sis-Tns, HOAc. OAe· and NH}

was used. However, the presence Of OAc·~ led to very high background

OJrrents at potentials more negative then -1.4 V, especially in seawater at pH

6.7, so it was decided not to use this combination Of bufrer'S.

PIPES, used in conjunction with NH} and HCI, was very efficient in buffering

Nanopure water to pH 7.1 and seawater to pH 6.7 and it did not have any

adverse effect on the background current. Further, its use as the buffer resulted

in higher peak currents than the Sis-Tns. Hence, it was adopted for all further

worK

Two observations made during expenments for the choice of a buffer system are

worth mentioning:

1. it was found that under similar conditions, using a combination of

Sis-Tns, HOAc, OAe: and N~ as the buffer gave rise to CSV responses

that were almost twice as high as the responses obtained when

HOAcJOAc·INHlor Sis-TnsIHCI was used separately. This behaviour

was not further investigated.

2. The buffering Of seawater posed an unexpected and unexplained

complication. It was found that when the buffering of seawater was

attempted by adding the required amount of buffer, either Sis-TriS or

PIPES (and HCIINH
l

, for final adjustment to the desired pH), the pH of
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the solution gradually rose to a value abOut 1·1.5 pH units abOve the

required pH and then Slowly to decrease back to the originally adjusted

value. The pH of seawater therefore kept changing for abOut 30 minutes

under these circumstances. However, if the seawater is first acidmed

with of 0.2 M Hel (to pH ... 3.5), stirred for a few seconds and then

buffered 10 Ihe desired pH with Bis·Tris or PIPES, the solution achieved

a stable pH. Therefore, in all experiments, seawater as well as

Nanopure water samples were briefly acidified with 50 IJL of 0.2 M HCI

and then buffered to the desired pH by the addition of PIPES and

NH/HCI under pH meter control.
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3.5 OPTIMIZATION OF CHEMICAL PARAMETERS

For obtaining the best analytical conditions, the following parameters were

optimized: pH, deposition potential, ligand concentration, concentration of NOJ ·,

buffer concentration and deposition time. Optimization experiments were carried

out by studying the effect of variation of the parameters on the height of the

reduction current, i~ Results of the optimization exercise are presented in

Sections 3.5.1-3.5.6.

With the notable exception of pH, all optimized instrumental and chemical

parameters were found to be similar for Cr(lII) and Cr(VI) in both seawater and

Nanopure. The sensitivity of the method was found to about -30% lower in

seawater as compared 10 Nanopure water and additionally, the sensitivity for

Cr(lIl) was -30-35% lower than Cr(VIj sensitivity in both media. Unless

otherwise specified, all the results shown pertain to seawater solutions

containing 1 I-lgiL added Cr(VI).

A Iypical vOltammogram, obtained under optimized conditions, is shown in Fig.

3.8, by way of illustrating the method of calculating the peak height and some

other parameters used in the course of this thesis.
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3.5.1 pH

Fig. 3.9 shows the dependence of ipon the pH of the sample in seawater and in

Nanopure water.

pH

o
6.0

1::~~~
800 _ if /-' ~\

400;;/ ~.
6.4 6.8 7.2 7.6 - 8.0 I

i

Fie. 3.9: Dependence of reduction pe.lk current on pH. (,1): seawner,
0.15 PIlL Cr,1nd (b): Nanopure water, 0.1 PIlL Cr.

The ip·pH plots show thai the ip is highly pH-dependent and maximum sensitivity

occurs within a very narrow pH range. Hence for accurate calibration, il is very

important to maintain Ihe pH to within to.05 units, especially in Nanopure water

This can be achieved by using the PIPES/NH/HCI combination as described in

Section 3.4.

For Cr determination, the optimum pH was chosen to be 7.1 in Nanopure water

and 6.7 for seawater because the rate of change of the response with pH is least

at these pH.
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3.5.2 Oeposition Potential

The dependence of ip on the deposition potential in the proximity of the half·wave

potential is shown in Fig. 3.10. The response to E_ at deposition potentials

less negative than -0.9 V is different for Cr(VI) and Cr(lII) and forms the basis for

the speciation Cr. This is diSOJssed further in Section 3.7.

1100 1150 120:) 1250 lJ(X)

·E(mV)

Fif. 3.10: Dependence of peilk: curr~t on deposidon potentiill

From the i/E graph. a deposition potential of ·1.2 V was found best for optimal

Cr determination.



3.5.3 Concentration of XO. [XO)

Fig. 3.11 depicts the variation of ip with [XO).

Xl 40 8J 00 100

pL XO (2.S mM)

Fir. 3.1 1: Dependence of PGk current on {XOI

The best sensitivity was attained with an addition of 40-60 IJL of 2.5 mM XO

For all further work, 50 IJL of 2.5 mM XO was used. This is equivalent to a final

concentration of -12.5 IJM XO which, at a Cr level of 0.5 1Jg/l (-0.01 IJM), is

more than 1000 times greater than [CrJ. Optimal (XO] was found to be

independent of [Cr) in solution for an added Cr of up to 10 IJglL
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3.5.4 Concentnltion of NltnIte Ions, (NOll

The effect of (N01·) on ip is shown in Fig. 3.12: ip values have been corrected for

the effect of dilution on (er) but not on (XO).

'''''~ ~

o
a 250 500 750 1000 1250 1500

JJlnltnlit,SH

Fie. 3.12: DependenCe of peak current on nitrate concentr~tion

ip increases almost linearly with [N01·] until about 600 jJL of 5 M N01· has been

added. Thereafter, ip increases non-linearly until 1 ml NO]· has been added.

Beyond this [NOlt a slight decrease is noticed with increasing NO]·. This

decrease is probably due to a decrease in (XO] as more and more NO]· is

added.

For all further work, 750 jJL of 5 M NaNO] was used in both Nanopure and

seawater. This gives an effective concentration of ca. 0.35 M NOJ• in solution.
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3.5.5 Concentration of Buffer

The stock buffer solution was 0.1 M PIPES in NHJ . Variation of the buffer

concentration did not affect i~ over a range of 20-250 ~L added buffer solution

(-0.2-2.5 mM final PIPES concentration). The concentration of buffer te be used

was therefore contingent on the buffer capacity of the solution rather than its

effect on the voltammograms. AI: the lower concentration end (for a buffer

addition of less than 50 IJl) the solution pH, especially in seawater, was highly

changeable whereas excellent buffer capacity was achieved upon an addition of

100 ~L buffer, equivalent to a final PIPES concentration of -1 mM. All solutions

were therefore buffered with 100 IJL of the buffer solution.
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3.5.6 Deposition Time, t..

As expected for stripping analysis, i. increased with increasing deposition lime.

Fig 3.13 depicts the voltammograms for increasing deposition times, from 30 s to

10 min.
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·E(Vl

FiJ. 3.13: Effect or ~tion dIM on the pmk currtnL Voltol~ms

obQined 1Orr. 'n, I, 1 'h, 2, 3, 4, 5 ~nd 10 min respeaively.

The values of i. are plotted against t_ in Fig 3.14. Also shown in Fig. 3.14 is the

variation the sensitivity with t.. (sensitivity is the peak height per unit time).
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Fil- 3.14: Dependence of peX c:urrenr., (~) ~nd sensitivity, (b) on
deposltion time.

The shape of the peaks deteriorate as t..., is increased, because of an increase

in the background current.

I~ hardly increases for deposition times greater than 5 min: this is probably due

10 a complete coverage of the mercury SUl1ace by the adsorbate. Maximum

sensitivity is obtained for a 90-5 deposition but a deposition time of 60 5 was

found to be adequate for the determination of Cr at levels encountered in

seawater and was adopted for all further work.
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3.6 OPTIMIZATION OF INSTRUMENTAL PARAMETERS

3.6.1 Drop Size

The PAR Model 303A SMDE offers the choice of 3 fixed drop sizes - 'Small',

'Medium' and 'Large', with a volume ratio of 1:2:4, corresponding to an area ratio

of 1:1.6:2.5 (EG&G PAR Model 303A SMDE manual). Assuming spherical

drops, the actual calculated areas of the drops are: Small Drop s 0.0096 cml ,

Medium Drop = 0.0156 crnl and large Drop = 0.0261 cmJ (personal

communication, EG&G Princeton Applied Research).

Since the analytical signal is dependent upon the amount of analyte deposited

on the electrode prior to the scanning step, it is obvious that a higher value of ip

will be obtained with an increase in the electrode area. However, the increase in

ip will also be accompanied by an increase in the background current. Fig. 3.15

compares voltammograms for the 3 drop sizes. The calculated values of ip are

578,883 and 1304 nA for small, mediU'n and large drops respectively. Since a

background subtraction method has been employed for quantiftcalion (Section

3.9), large drops were used for analysis, resulting in higher ip values; this meant

that shorter deposition times could be used.
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3.6.2 Stirring Rate

Stirring during the accumulation step affects the mass-transport to the electrode

and it is obvious that a higher stirring rate will lead to a faster rate of

accumulation and, prOVided the surface saturation of the electrode is not

reached, a greater amount of the analyte species will be deposited on the

electrode. The stirrer used in the experiments (EG&G PAR Model 305 Stirrer) is

specifically designed for use with the MOdel 303A SMOE. Two stirring rates are

possible: 400 rpm and 700 rpm. Fig. 3.16 shows voltammograms resulting from

the operation of the stirrer in the non-stirring, slow and fast modes. The

calculated values of ip are 222 nA (no stirring). 994 nA (SlOW) and 1249 nA (fast).

The stirrer was used in the fast mode for all experiments.

~::!J:i:11
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Fie. 3.16: Co~risonof stirrlnl r~tes. (a) fan $tirrin" (b) slow stirrinland
(c) nostlrrinl
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Although Square Wave voltammetry has now been employed for stripping

analysis for more than a decade, there has still not been any systematic study of

the effect of the various SW parameters (square wave amplitude. frequency and

step increment) on the analytical response. Indeed, a survey of the literature on

the application of SW voltammetry in the adsorptive CSV of electrochemical

systems similar to the Cr-XO-NO; system (i.e., when a reversible

electrochemical reduction occurs from an adsorbed state and the resulting

current is catalytically enhanced), shows that no attempt has been made 10

correlate ip with SW parameters. Optimization of SW parameters has been

achieved wilh the sole objective of obtaining the best ip• The following work was

also carried out slrictly from a point of view of obtaining the best analytical signal

from the system but where possible, an attempt has been made 10 rationalize the

results of this study in tenns of information available in the literature.
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3.6.3.1 Squ.,.. W.ve Amplitude (E..)

According to the theory of SW voltammetry [128J. for a reversible system, the

reduction current should increase with an increase in the amplitade because on

the reverse pulse, the reducible species is regenerated by oxidation of the

reduced species. This increase in the current is accompanied by an increase in

W'I2' the peak width at half height. For such systems. W 1fl is 9O.5In mV (n is the

number of electrons involved in the reduction) for small values of Esw and

approaches 2Esw for very large values of Esw. O'Dea et al. [129) however

deemed it reasonable to maximize the value iJnW112' which, in analytical terms,

is related to the sensitivity times the resolution and their results show that the

value nEsw = 50 is optimal.

In the present study, W l12 remained almost constant at -85 mV as Esw was

varied in the 10·90 mV range. Table 3.2 and Fig. 3.17 show the effect of Esw on

some analytical parameters. I.. is the baseline current at Ep ; it is obtained by

subtracting ip from the total current at Ep•
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TOibie 3.2: Effectofvarbcion ofEsw on i. OInd E. (san ~te - 200 mV/s)

E_(mV) i (nA) i~(nA) i i~ ·E (mV)
10 235 268 0.877 1464

20 445 515 0.864 1462

25 517 806 0.853 1462

30 574 738 0.780 1458

40 703 964 0.729 1458

50 770 1187 0.649 1450

80 744 1383 0.546 1448

70 731 1492 0.490 1438

80 681 '646 0.414 1432

90 502 2019 0.249 1428

o 00
o 10 20 30 ~ so 60 70 110 90 1m

bw(mV)

The peak current attains a maximum value at Esw = 50 mV, and then decreases

with a further increase in Esw. The decrease in i. beyond 50 mV can be

explained by the fact that there is a consecutive irreversible process coupled 10

the reduction process (see Section 4.5). Very high values of Esw' in the forward
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pulse, make the potential negative enough for the second process to occur.

Since this step is irreversible, there are less and less species for the catalytic

regeneration and therefore a decrease in ip is observed. A similar observation

has recently been publiShed [130] for the SW voltammetry of the Dimethyl

Yellow. This example does not involve catalytic regeneration hOwever.

In the choice of a value of Esw (0 be adopted for the purpose of further analytical

work. another parameter which had to be considered was the baseline current.

As Esw increases, so does the baseline current. The increase in the background

current with increasing Esw is depicted in Fig. 3.18 which compares

voltammograms obtained for some values of Esw from 10 mV to 50 mV.
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Fir. 3.18: EffectofEswon d1eCr pe~ks. Volummornms for Esw. 10,
20,25.30, 10 ~nd 50 mY.

Since the reduction current is seen on the rapidly increasing part of the

voltammogram, the ratio of i/i~ can be critical in the proper quantification of the

peak heights, especially at very low levels of the analyte. Fig. 3.17 shows that at

Esw = 25 mV, a good compromise is attained between a reasonable high value of

ip and the ratio ili~, so this value was adopted for all further work.
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3.$.3.2 Step Increment, E••nd Frequency, f

Since the scan increment and the frequency of the scanning step are related

(scan rate =E. x f), these two parameters are discussed together. Tables

3.3-3.5 show the effects of E. and f on ip•

Table 3.3 Effeaof~Ndoc'l ofE, nconsunt frequency (f_lOO Hz, ~=25 mY)

E (mV) i (nA)

2 717

4 100S
e 1103

• 1202

10 1235

Table 3.4: EffectofY.llri.ulon of E, nconSGntscan me (~-25 mY)

• (Hz) E (mV) i (nA)

100 2 706

50 4 638

33 6 60S

25 8 612

20 10 586

At a constant frequency, i. rises with increasing E. in the range studied

However, the analytical signal is known to be onry a weak function of E. and the

maximum E. generally chosen is 100 mV [125]. The increase in i. with E. in this

case is therefore attributed to the concomitant increase in the scan rate. This

can be seen from Table 3.4 where E. and f are varied in such a way as to keep
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the scan rate constant at 200 mV/s. In this case, the highest i, is obtained from

the lowest Es ' which also means the highest frequency· see below

In SW voltammetry, E., from an analy1ical point of view, can· be related the

resolution of the reduction peak: a small value of Es will result in the data points

being closer to each other and will give a visually pleasing voltammogram. Also,

smaller values of Es will lead to less error in peak height calculation; this can be

critical at very low levels of analyte. For adequate peak definition and

evaluation, the smallest value allowed by the instrument, i.e., Es= 2 mV was

therefore adopted for further work.

Table 3.5 and Fig. 3.19 show the effect of the frequency (at constant Es ) on i,.

Table 3.5: Effeaof V;l"gtiOO offatconsunt E, (Es-2 mY, Esw-25 mY)

!(Hz) i (nA) Ib(nA) iii

40 332 50S 0.652

50 394 575 0_685

60 470 670 0.701

70 561 702 0.799

eo 38S 1068 0.364

90 623 1000 0.623

100 656 1034 0.634

110 689 1031 0.668

120 720 1143 0.630
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As expected from theory. i" increases with f: i. is in fact proportional to rn: for

reversible processes (1251. A higher frequency leads to greater sensitivity

because a given amount of analyte is reduced in a shorter time. It should be

noted, however. that increasing the frequency also leads 10 an increase in the

background current because a shorter time elapses between successive current

measurements, with the result that the capacitance curren! is less fully decayed

at the lime of the measurement. This is shown by the inaeasing i~ in Table 3.5.

The i,/ib values do not c::h:ange significantly in the range of frequency studied.

however, because of a proportional increase in ill'

The value of i, is abnormally lOw at 80 Hz; this f value also seems 10 be the

demarcation line between two distinct linear portions in the i,rn plot; one in the

40-70 Hz region (r = 0.99. slope = 112 nA SIll) and the other in the 90-120 Hz

region (r =1, slope • 66 nA Slll). Illustrative voltammogrlmS for f =SO, 70, 80

and 90, 110Hz are shown in Fig. 3.20.
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Fir. 3.20: Volummorrams oil SO. 70, 80, 9O.and 110 Hz

The abnonnal behaviour at 80 Hz was not investigated any further but it is

thought to be due 10 a resonance phenomenon between the applied frequency

and the natural frequency of the mercury drop on the HMOE (131). This may

also be responsible (Of' the different instrumental responses witnessed above in

the two frequency regions.

On the basis of the i.-f response, a frequency of 100Hz was arbitrarily chosen

for all further work. This, combined with a E. value of 2 mV. gives an effective

scan rate of 200 mV/s wnich translates into a scanning time of 2 s for a 400 rnV

range (the normal analytical peak is obtained on SC8lY1ing the potential from -1.2

Vto-l.6V).
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3.7 SPECIATION

The optimized conditions for the determination of Cr, worxed out in Sections 3.5

and 3.6 are summariz.ed below These conditions will be used for all further

work described in Chapter 3.

CHEMICAL PAIlAMETW
• pH: 6.7 (SNwater), 7.1 (N~lq)Ure water)

• E....: ·1.2 V
• [XO): 12.5pM
• [NOJ ']: 0.35 M
• [Buffer): I mM PIPES

INSTRUMENTAL PAIlAMETERS
• Drop Size: L~f"I'f

• E-sw= 25mV
• E,: 2mV
• f: 100Hz

After the optimization process, the next objective in the method development

was to devise a means for the Cr speciation on the basis of its oxidation state,

i.e., Cr(VI) and Cr(lll). It has already been found that both Cr species can

complex with XO 10 give CSV electroaetive complexes. The sensitivity for Cr(lII)

is about 65.70°,"" that of Cr(VI). This difference in sensitivity between Cr{lIl) and

Cr(VI) at first seemed to severely limit the applicability of the method because it

meant thai it would be impossible to quantify even the total Cr in a sample

unless a pretreatment step is carried out to convert total Cr to either one or the

other form. Under these circumstances, speciation would be impossible 10

implement.
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3.7.1 Selective o.t.rmInation ofCr(Vl)

Examination of i"E.. plots revealed an avenue for the elaboration of a

speciation method. In Section 3.5.2 it was ,.., that in the proximity of the

reduction potential of the Cr-XO complex. bOth Cr species give the best

response for E... ,. -1.2 V. The dependence of i, on E.. was further investigated

by varying E_ over the potential ranging from 0 to ·1.3 V. During these

experiments, the experimental procedure was sUghtly modified: following the

analyte deposition at 8 given E.. for 70 s, the potential was scanned from -1.2 to

·1.6 V, Before the potential scan, the solution was allowed to reach quiescence

by manually tuming off the stirrer during the final lOs of the deposition periOd

and no~ equilibration step incorporated in the voltarrvnetric set.up,

as was done in previous experiments when the potential scan was initiated from

the same potential as E_. This is because the working of the Polarographic

Analyser is sUCh that during an instrumentally initiated equilibration stage, the

electrode assumes the potential at which the scan is to be started; in this

particular case a 1().s equilibrium step would entail a deposition of Cr(VI) and

Cr(III) from ·1.2 V for 10 s, "",,"iCtl is not desirable.

At the chosen scan rate of 200 mVls, the scan will take only 2 5 for completion

and the electrode would experience a potential of ·1.2 V to about -1.25 V (the

potential at which both Cr(lII) and Cr(VI) are liable to be deposited) for only
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about 0.25 s. Any Cr deposited during the scanning period can therefore be

neglected.

Fig. 3.21 shows that the dependence of ip on E., for Cr(lIl) and C·r(VI).

~
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Fir. 3.21: ViriiDon ofl. with E_ (i): Cr(VI), (b): Cr(lll)

The striking features of Fig. 3.21 are:

1. reduction peaks for Cr(lII) and Cr(VI) show similar dependence on

deposition potential at E_ more negative than -C.9 V.

For E... less negative than -C.9 V, no Cr(llI) peaks are obtained but

Cr(VI) peaks can still be detected over the deposition potential range of

-C.as to -0.6 V.

3. In the potential region less negative than -0.9 V, the sensitivity for the

determination of Cr(VI) is optimum at E"",= ...Q.2 V. Under similar
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conditions, the peak height resulting from • deposition at -0.2 V is about

50-60% of the peak height from a deposition at -1.2 V.

The i..-E_ plots in Fig. 3.21 will be discussed further in Chapter 4, with reference

to the mechanism of the electrode pnx::esses.

The observation that Cr(lIl) could be detected onty for deposition potentials mOfe

negative than -0.9 V immediately leads to the possibility of a speciation method

based on the selective deposition/determinahon of the Cr{VI)-XO species. In a

solution containing both Cr species, Cr(VI) can be seledively determined by

deposition at .Q.2 V followed by scanning from -1.2 V. Cr(ltI)-XQ species will not

be deposited at this potential.

To avoid possible confusion and fOf the sake of brevity, henceforth Cr peaks

resulting from a deposition potential of -0.2 V and -1.2 V will be referred to as

.(INCr and ·,.zvCr respectively.
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3.7.1.1 Opti_... ofCfjVl)"-

The 4.NCr(VI) response was optimized with respect to chemiCIil pa-amel:ers (pH,

(XQ] and [NO)")) as in 5ec:tion 3.5. All optimized parameters were found to be

identical to .1.2VCr(VI) and .1.2VCr(lII) and so the optimization results are not

discussed here, As already mentioned, the sensitivity of the ·,.l\ICr(Vll, 4.zvCr(VI)

and .1.NCr(lll) peaks is different, approximately in the ratio 3:1.5:2.

The fad that, except for their relative sensitivities, peaks reSUlting from

-u"Cr(VI), .o.zvCr(VI) and -uvCr(III) optimize LI"lder similar chemical conditions

implies that, irrespective of the depositton potential or at the initial oxidation

slale, the voltammetric peak is being produced by the reduction of the same

Cr·XO species. This wW be discussed further in Chapter 4.
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3.7.2 Speciation Sntegl..

Following the seleCtive determination of Cr(VI) as -o.zvCr(VI), for the complete

speciation of Cr. a method now had to be devised for the determination Cr(lll).

Two different approaches were explored:

1. masking of Cr(Vl) as either a precipitate or a soluble complex and

determination of Cr(lIl) by the CSV of its XO complex, with a deposition

at-1.2V. or

2. determination of total Cr as either .uvCr(Vl) or ·,.zvCr(lll) following an

oxidation or a reduction step; the difference between total ·'-lVCr and

-o..NCr(VI) would then be equivalent to Cr{III).

An important aim of the speciation method was 10 keep it as simple and as

convenient as possible. The search was for a sample pre-treatment step which

was rapid, involved minimal sample manipulation and required minimum use of

additional reagents, hence minimizing contamination from reagents. Therefore,

any step involving for example. filtration. heating, digestion, u. v irradiation elc.

was precluded. Furthermore, for the sake of contamination control, all sample

manipulation was to be performable on the clean bench and in the voltammelric

cell.
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3.7.3 Masking of Cr(VI)

The rationale behind maSking Cr(VI) was to make aU Cr(VI) in solution non-labile

by preventing the formation and deposition of the Cr(VI) derived Cr-XO complex..

Any reduction peak observed in the CSV of a Cr(VI)lCr(III) could then be

ascribed to Cr(lII) only.

To this end, the precipitation of Cr(VI) as dvomates (SaCrO., PbCrO.) was

att~mpted but proved unsuccessful, probably because of the minute amounts of

Cr involved. At 18'C the solubility products of SaCrO. and PbCrO. are 1.6x10·'0

and 1.77xl0·'• respectively (108]. For a solution containing 0.5 ~g/L (-10 nM)

Cr(VI) as crO.i ., the quantitative (99%) precipitation of the crO/, as SaCrO. and

PbCrO. will require a minimum solution concentration of 1.6 M Sai
• and

1.77xl0.... M pt)i•. It 'NOUld be impractical to add such levels of metals ions in

solution. However, coprecipitation of SaCrO, with BaSO. has been used as a

basis for the speciation of Cr in water by Differential Pulse Polarography (95].

A second approach to masking Cr(VI) species was through the use of a

compfexing agent which would selectively bind Cr(VI) and keep it in solution.

Such an approach is well known in titrimetri<:: analysis and has also been

employed in CSV; for example, Vukomanovic and vanloon [132) used citrate for

obviating the interference of AI(III) in the determination of V when using

pyrocatechol violet (PCV) as the complexing ligand. Apparently, the citrate
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complexation of AJ(III) prevented the formation of the interfering AI·PCV

complex.

For this method to work in the present case, the complexation reaction has 10

occur selectively between Cr(VI) and the complexing agent. Further, the

resulting complex should not adsorb on the mercury drop or be electroactive

(from the bulk sOlution). AOOC (ammonium diethyldithiocarbamate.

(C2Hs)2NCSSNH.) is a well known chelating agent in trace metal analysis. It is

reported that ADDC (or NaDDC) can form complexes with at least 50 elements.

Interestingly, it has been found that this compound complexes Cr(VI) but not

Cr(lll) [133]. A survey of the literature showed that it has not previously been

used as a ligand in CSV, most probably because its complexes do not adsorb on

mercury. Therefore, it seemed particularly well-suited as a masking agent for

Cr(VI) and its potential was evaluated.

Some CSV experiments were therefore carried out by adding an excess of

AOOC to the Cr-XQ in the voltammetric cell. Results showed that although

AODC did not interfere with the determination of Cr, it was not effective as a

masking agent for Cr(VI): .(I-2¥Cr(VI)_XO reduction peaks could still be seen in the

CSVexperiments.

In the light of the processes thought to be occurring at the electrode surface, the

failure to mask Cr(VI) is not surprising. In Chapter 4, it is postulated that the Cr
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complex that is deposited and eventually reduced to produce the analytical peak

is crN-XO; this complex is formed on the electrode surface by the reaction

between adsorbed XO and Cr(lI) produced in situ by the reduction of Cr(llI) or

Cr(VI) species. ~ Cr species in solution (including the Cr(VI)-DDC complex)

reaching the electrode during the deposition stage is susceptible to get reduced,

react with adsorbed XO and subsequently respond during the stripping stage.

Similarly, in the case of masking by precipitation of Cr(VI) as Chromates, there is

the possibility of the precipitate itself adsorbing on the mercury and interfering in

the determination stage. Also. the loss of Cr(llI) by coprecipitation was possible

Hence an interference free determination of only Cr(lII) does not seem possible

as long as the Cr(VI) species are present in the voltammetric cell and it became

apparent that speciation by masking Cr(VI) could not be aChieved without the

incorporation of a separation step. This approach to speciation was therefore

abandoned and the focus shifted to determination of total Cr
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3.7.4 Detennlnatlon of Total Chromium

Oxidation of Cr(lII) to er(Vl) (with, for example, KMnO. or KzSzO.). or reduction

of Cr(Vl) to er(lII) (with Fez» is thennodynamically possible and i$ routinely used

in titrimetric analysis. An attempt was therefore made at converting total Cr to

either Cr(VI) or Cr(llI) species by direct introduction of the o)(idant or reductant to

the voltammetric cell.

The o)(idation of Cr(lIl) was attempted by separately adding a SQ..fold excess

(relative to Cr) of KMnO. and KzSzO. to solutions of Cr(lll) in a voltammetric ceiL

CSV of these solutions under optimized conditions resulted in the emergence of

.~l2VCr peaks. indicating that oxidation of Cr had indeed occurred with KMnO. and

KzSPa. However, recovery of the resulting Cr was very low « 40%) and further

additions of Cr showed that the CSV sensitivity of Cr determination was greatly

reduced in the presence of these oxidizing agents.

Similarly it was seen that reduction of Cr(VI) could be achieved by Fez>,

evidenced by the complete disappearance of 4·2V"Cr(VI) peaks from Cr(Vll/XO

solulions to which a 50-fold excess of FeZ' had been added. However, it was

found that the resulting Cr(lll) was no longer CSV labile. i.e., Cr peaks were not

seen even from a deposition potential of -t.2 V. The excess FeZ> in solution

intertered with the determination of Cr. The interference due to FeZ. is

addressed more fully in Section 3.8.4.
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The [ow recovery of Cr and the subsequent interference from the

oxidizing/reducing agents in the above experiments pointed to the fact that for

accurate and interference-free Cr determinations, it is imperative that any excess

oxidanVreduetant be removed from the solution before the CSV step. This was

not possible without the incorporation of additional step(s) in the procedure:

getting rid of MoO; or 510.1-, for exampJe, would involve heatinglboiling the

Solution and this was not desirable.
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3.7.5 Reduction of Cr(VI) -* low pH

It is well known that Cr(VI) is reduced on keeping at low pH (39. 134. 135] and

that this reduction is accelerated in the presence of organic matter (34, 134.

1351. Mugo and Orians [42) even claim that when stO(ed at pH 2, Cr{VI) is

reduced to Cr(lll) within 24 hours. Experiments were therefore carried out to

assess whether the reduction of Cr(VI) in a solution at high acidity would be

quantitative and rapid enough to be applicable fO( the speciation of Cr by the

CSV method.

However, it was found that on keeping a 0.5 I-lgiL Cr(VI) solution at pH 1.8 for

three days, -4.zvCr(VI) could still be detected. i.e., reduction was either

incomplete or had not oecured. It could not be ascertained whether any Cr

reduction had actually taken place because there was Ihe possibility of Cr losses

to the container walls.

In another senes of experiments. solutions of Cr(Vl) and XO were kept mixed at

pH 2.1-2.5 for up to 3 days in Teflon containers. After suitable periods of time,

these solutions were analyzed fO( -G.zvCr(VI) under CSV optimized conditions. It

was anticipated that at this pH, the reduction of Cr(VII would be driven by the

formation of a complex between XO and the Cr(lll) prOduced in situ.

Accordingly, if Ihe complete reduction of Cr(VI) occurred, no -G.zver peak should

be detectable.
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As expected, it was found that the .o.zvCr peak heights progressively decreased

with time, disappearing completely in 36 hours. This meant that all the Cr(VI)

had been reduced in 36 hOurs but surprisingly, after this period of time, no Cr

was detected in SOlution, i.e., even for a deposition potential of -1.2 V, no Cr

peak could be seen. In contrast, when solutions containing Cr(IIJ) were taken

through a similar procedure, reduction peaks were still visible after 3 days. This

shows that the Cr species resulting from the reduction of Cr(VI) is not

CSV-Iabile

Such a result was also noted during the attempted reduction of Cr(VI) by Fe2•

(Section 3.7.4), where it was seen that the resulting Crwas not CSV·labile.

Reduction of Cr(VI) produces Cr(lII) which, in the presence of XO, will react

status nascendi to form a C"'-XO complex. The absence of ·,.zvCr peaks from

SOlutions in which the Chemical reduction of Cr(Vl) is carried out in the presence

of XO shows that the C"'·XO complex formed in this manner is not CSV labile.

This CSV inertness can be explained by the fad: thai the complex is not

adsorbed on the Hg surface. This observation has major implications in the

formulation of a scheme fO( the electrode processes leading to the production of

the analytical peak. This will be addressed further in Chapter 4.
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3.7.6 Reduction of Cr(VI) with $02

Solutions of sulphur dioxide (S02) and sulphites are often used as reducing

agents: from the following values of standard reduc::lion potentials [19),

SO.Z- + 4H·+ (x·2)HzO + 28 -+ S02.xHZO

SO/" + HzO + 2e _ SO~Z' + 20H'

~. +O.17V

eo _ -0,93 V

~- +1.33 V

~- -0,13 V,

the reduction of Cr(VI) by SOz is thermodynamically feasible in an acidic as well

as a basic medium:

2Cr'"" + 350/- + (3x+1)HzO

eo _ +1.16 V

Basic: 2CrO/" +3S0~z- +5HzO -+ 2Cr(OH)J(s)+ 350/" + 40H'
eo _ +O.80V

KzSOJ and N~SOJ have in fact been employed as reducing agents for Cr(Vl) in

the speciation of Cr by an atomic absorption spectrometry (51] and a gas

chromatogtaphic [42] method. The action of acids on sulphites produces 502

which exists as SOz.xHzO (x = -7) in aqueous solutions [19). In the search for a

reducing agent that could be easily decomposed prior to the CSV experiments,

502 seemed particularly attractive because any excess 502 can readily be

expelled from solutions by purging with nitrogen.
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The applicability of N~SO~ as a reducing agent in the speciation of Cr was

evaluated and it was seen that under the right experimental conditions. Cr(VI)

could be reduced almost instantaneously by 502, with a quantitative recovery of

the resulting Cr(IIl). These experimental conditions and some characteristics of

the reduction are discussed below.

3.7.6.1 Effect of SO~2'on the C$V pe.k otC,.XO

Under conditions optimiZed fOf' the determination of Cr by the CSV of the Cr-XO

complex. the addition of 50 ~L of 1.5 M Na"SO~ to the voltammetric cell resulted

in a 50% decrease in the ,UYCr redudion current. Much smaller -ll.7ofCr peaks

were still visible. Addition of a further 50 ~L of N~SOJ caused all Cr peaks to be

completely suppressed: fresh additions of Cr(VI), Cr(III) or XO to this solution

failed to produce any Cr peaks. This shows that

1. at pH -7. the reduction of Cr is either not occurring or incomplete.

2. SO~2· interferes with the CSV of Cr and therefore excess SOl2. has to be

removed from the solution prior to the addition of XO.

Excess SOJ2· can be totally deCOmposed and expelled from solution by purging

the solution for about 6 minutes at pH < 3.
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3.7.6.2 Optimization of Reduction P.-a.metefS

Effect of pH on camp"""'" of teductJon .ndOIIIWCO"""

Experiments to study the effect of pH on the reduction of Cr(VI) by SO/- were

carried oul at the 0.2, 0.5 and 1 ~L Cr(VI) concentration levels in Nanopure

water.

50 IJL of purified 1.5 M ~SOJ was added 10 aliquot solutions known

concentrations of Cr(VI) at the desired pH. The solutions were stirred for 2·3

min and purged tor 6 min at the same pH. Aft9f' purging, the solution pH was

adjusted to 7.1 by adding Q-NH1 • addihonal reagents (NOJ·, XO) 'N'8re added,

and then CSV experiments were performed for the determination of Cr as -4 lVCr

and .1lVCr, The absence of a -4.lVCr peak was laken to mean thai complete

reduction of Cr{VI) had occurred. In solutions where reduction was complete,

the resulting Cr was quantified by a Cr(lIl) standard additions method of

calibration 10 determine the recovery of the Cr following the reduction.

Results showed that a complete reduction of Cr(Vl) was possible only at pH

values less than - 3.8; -4-lVCr peaks could still be seen at pH greater than 4,
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The pH at which the reduction was carried out had a further effect on the

recovery of Cr(III). Recoveries at different Cr levels and for different reduction

pHs are shown in Table 3.6.

T~bIe 3.6: E~ofpHon recowryofCt

Spike Reduction pH '" recovery of
totalCruCr(U')

0.5 ..... C«VII 3.8 not quantified

0.5IJglLCr(VI) 3.5 < 10

0.5 IJgIL Cr(VI) 3.0 36

0.5 IJglL Cr{Vl) 2.• 56

0.5IJglLCr(VI) 2.2 90

0.5IJglLCr{VI) 2.0 98

0.5 ~gJL Cr{Vl) 1.8 95

0.5IJglLCr{VI) 1.5 80

0.5IJgIl.Cr(IlI) 2.0 95

0.5~ Cr(VI) + 0.51JgIl Cr(IlI) 2 :to.1 96

0.1 IJgIL Cr(V1) + 0.1 IJOIl. Cr(III) 2 :to.1 98.2

0.5 IJgIL Cr(V1) (in -.wa"" 2.0 ..
0.1 1Jg/L Cr(VI) (in u.wate" 2 :to.1 93:t2

0.11JQ1L Cr(VI) + 0.1 IJglL.Cr(lll) 2 :to.1 931:2

(in seawate"

These data show that the pH at which reduction is carried out is critical for the

proper working of the reduction method. The recovery is almost 100% at pH
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values between 1.8-2.2 but rapidly deteriorates between pH 2.2 and 3.8. As

mentioned earlier, above pH -3.8, reduction of Cr(VI) is incomplete.

Recovery experiments with solutions initially spiked with Cr(III) and taken

through the procedure (i.e., addition of 50 IJl N~SOJ at -pH 2, purging at pH 2

for 6 min then carrying out CSV experiments under optimal chemical and

instrumental conditions) showed that the redudion step had no effect on Cr(lII)

as recoveries ranged from 97-101%.

A complete study of the pH on the completeness of reduction or on the recovery

of Cr in seawater samples was not undertaken but stemming from the Nanopur.

water results, it was confirmed that at pH 2.tO. 1, reduction of Cr(VI) is indeed

complete in seawater. Recoveries of 91·95% were consistently Obtained.

These recovery experiments were carried out in purified seawater.

Coneentnltion ofN.,sOJ

It was not felt necessary or beneficial to optimize the concentration of ~SOJ to

be employed in the reduction process for the following reasons.

1. Results obtained from using 50 IJL of the 1.5 M NaJSOJ were excellent;

experiments showed that even at a 10 !JgIL. level of Cr(VI), reduction

was complete and instantaneous with this amount of Na2SOJ. A

chromium concentration of 10 IJgIl is at least 20 times the concentration
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to be expected in natural water samples so it is anticipated that Cr

reduction will be complete in any type of natural water samples.

2. Upon reaction with acids. excess NSzSOJ is completely decomposed and

remains in solution as dissotved 502, The concentration of SOz in

solution will be determined by its solubility and anyway. before the

addition of XO and other reagents excess SOz is purged off. Any extra

amount of Na2SOJ would simply result in additional Na· ions whiCh are

inert in the system.

3 no quantifiable amount of Cr could be detected in Na2SOJ so there is no

danger of introducing contamination from the reagent itself.
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3.7.7 Chromium Speciation Scheme

The successful reduction of Cr(VI) by SOJt· as evidenced by the total removal of

.Q :NCr peaks from samples initially spiked with Cr(VI) and by the quantitative

recoveries permits the formulation of a scheme for the rapid and reliable

speciation of Cr in aqueous samples. This can be achieved by performing CSV

experiments on 2 separate sample aliquots: Cr(Vl) can be determined in one

sample aliquot and total Cr as Cr(III) in the other.

Cr(Vlj can be determined by carrying out the CSV of the sample solution under

optimized conditions by the deposition of the Cr·XO complex at -0.2 V followed

by a ....oltammetric scan from -1.2 to -1.6 V. A peak at - ·1.45 V will be indicati....e

of Cr(VI). The amount of Cr(Vl) can be quantified by a Cr(V!) standard addition

method.

Total Cr can be determined by first reducing any Cr(VI) to Cr(III) as foHows. The

sample in a voltanvnetric cell is addifi8d with 1:1 Q-HCI and SO ~L 1.5 M

NatSOJ added to it. Care must be taken 10 ensure that the pH of this solution

does not exceed 2.1; the addition of N~SOJ causes an increase of -0.2 units in

the pH, so a pH of 1.8 before the addition of the N8tSOJ is recommended. After

a brief period (-2 min) of stirring. the sample is purged for 6 min. The sample is

then buffered to pH 6.7 (in seawater) or 7.1 (Nanopure) by the addition of Q.NH J

and 100 ~L PIPES, under pH meter control. Addilion of NaNOJ and XO followed
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by normal CSV runs with a Cr(lIl) standard addition calibration will lead 10 the

detennination of total Cr as .t.l\l'Cr(III).

The difference between the total Cr and Cr(Vl) will then be equivalent to Cr(III)

only
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3.8 INTERFERENCES

Three main types of interferences can occur in CSV. These are interference

from naturally occurring surface active agents. from dissolved organic matter

and from other metals. The extent of each of these types of interferences was

investigated by a study of the effect of addition of the potential interferents on

the CSV peak heights of 1 IJgIl Cr solutions, under optimized conditions. These

studies were done mostly in Nanopure water and the results were confirmed in

seawater.

3.8.1 Surface Active Agents

Interference from surfactants would be due to competitive adsorption on the

mercury electrode, resulting in a decrease in the amount of electroactive species

adsorbed and consequently a decrease/elimination of the voltammetric peak. In

some cases, surfadants have also been shown to have a positive interference in

csv [136. 137].

TX·1QO (Triton X·1QO, polyethylene glycol tert--oetylphenyl ether), a non-ionic

detergent. has been used as a model in the study of the effect of surfactants on

the CSV reduction peaks [138].
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The effect of TX-100 on ip for 1 IJglL Cr(VI) in seawater is shown in Fig. 3_22.

TX·100 strongly affects the CSV response of .1.2VCr. completely suppressing the

signal at a concentration of 0.3 mgIL. However, the response for .(I-lVCr(VI) is

slightly more tolerant to the presence of TX-100. a concentration of 0.4 mglL of

the latter causing a decrease of only 11 % of the original signal. At higher

sunaetant concentrations, the Cr response rapidly deteriorates: at the 1 mglL

level, there is a 77% loss in the Cr reduction current.

I
I EO

I'"
I '"'

20

o L-__-'- -'

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

[TX-1OO] (,.'L)

Fir. 3.22: Effect of TX·I 00 on the peak ClJrrenL The response is expressed
as a percentale of the C\lrrent at zero addition of TX-l 00.
(al: .(I.2vCr(Vll, (b): ".zvCr(VI)

The effect of 50S (sodium dodecyt sulphate, an anionic sunaetant) on the CSV

of Cr was also studied. 50S did not affect the CSV response of either .(I.2VCr(VI)

or total .1.2
V Cr at concentrations of up to 1 mglL. Even at a concentration of 10
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mgll 50S, the ··.:vCr response showed a deere.,. of only 2% but at this level,

the ~.lVCr(VI) showed a greater decrease (22%).

The effect of these surfactants on the CSV response is somewhat surprising and

revealing. The fact tnat 50S does not affect the total Cr response is

understandable because at the deposition potential of ·1.2 V, the tendency for

the negatively charged surfactant 10 get adSOrbed will be negligible. At .0.2 V

however. the net charge on the electrode is positive and hence strong

adsorption of SOS is expected. with a resulting decrease in the ~-;rvCr{VI)

reduction peak current. That such a depression of the peak is not seen shows

Ihat XO is itself very strongly adsorbed on the mercury surface. The same

conclusion can be reached from the observation that there is a greater tolerance

to TX·1QO from a deposition potential of -0.2 V. XO, being negatively charged,

can compete with TX·1()O fO( adsorption on mercury at .0.2 V. At ·1.2 V, the

charge on the electrode becomes negative and adsorption of XO is greatly

reduced and eventually totally inhibited by an increasing concentration of

TX·1QO, resulting in a complete suppression of the Cr peak at relatively low

concentrations of TX-100.

Natural waters contain surface active compounds which have an effect similar to

0.1-2 mg/l TX·100 [90, 138. 139). Since the effect oflhe surfactants is simply to

inhibit the adsorption of the Cr-XO complex on the electrode surface, the
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determination of Cr in seawater can be carried out without interference, but at a

reduced sensitivity, by the CSV methOd if a standard addition methOd is adopted

for quantification. The sensitivity of the CSV method as applied to the

determination of Cr in the Logy Bay seawater samples as well as in the open

ocean water samples was found to be about 70% the sensitivity in Nanopure

water. Using DTPA as the complexing ligand in the CSV of Cr, Boussemart et

al. (101) found a similar relative sensitivity ancl showed that major cation

competition was responsible for the lower sensitivity in seawater. This would

mean that the concentration of surfactants encountered in all the seawater

samples studied is too low and does not affect the sensitivity of Cr

determination.
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3.8.2 Dissolved Organic Matter (COM)

Dissolved organic matter (DOM) can interfere in the CSV method by

competitively complexing the metal species. To find the potential effect of DOM

on the CSV peaks for Cr, citric acid, tartaric acid, humic acid (HA) and fulvic acid

(FA) were added to the Cr-XO mixture in seawater.

Citric acid and tartaric acid did not affect the reduction peak heights of .,uVCr(VI),

.
1lVCr(VI) and ·'.2VCr(lII) at concentrations of upto to 0.12 mM citric acid or tartaric

acid. However, in the presence of these organic acids, the reduction peaks for

Cr(lIl) were found to slowly decrease in height and disappear completely in

about 3 hours. The peaks corresponding to ·'.2VCr{VI) and .(I.2VCr(VI) were stable

with respect to time. Complexation of Cr(tll) is known to be very slow [19} so the

gradual decrease of the Cr(lII) peak can be explained by the slow complexation

of the added metal by the organic ligand.

It is noteworthy that XC, which is itself a strong ligand does not preferentially

complex Cr(llI); this has some implications in the formulation of electrode

processes to be discussed in Chapter 4.

Most of the dissolved organic matter in natural waters is in the form of humic

substances (HS), which consist of humic acids (HA) and fulvic acids (FA).

Interference from HA and FA can be as a result of their complexing action on the
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metal ions andlor their strong adsorption tendencies. Humic substances are

known to adsorb strongly on mercury [140].

In the present study, the interfering behaviour of HA and FA was found to be

similar. The effect of HA on the analytical peak height is shown in Fig. 3.23.

': \\
60 '" .'" "-: \."'-~i
o '
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

[HAl (mrlL)

fit- 3.23: Effect of humic .1dd on the pe.1k current. The response is
expressed as .1 percentlge of the current u zero addition of HA.
(a): -o·2VCr(VI), (b): ·'·2VCr(VI)

The GSV sensitivity of Gr is greatly inhibited by the presence of humic

substances. For Gr(VI), this inhibition is more severe from a deposition potential

of -0.2 V. From a deposition potential of -1.2 V, both Gr(VI) and Cr(llI) peaks are

similarly affected. This suggests that the interfering action of humic substances

is due more to their competitive adsorption on the mercury electrode than to their

ccmplexing the metals ions because Gr(VI) cannot be complexed by organic

ligands without prior reduction to Gr(IIl).
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The observed effect of dissolved organic metter (citric acid and tartaric acid)

implies that the CSV method will fail to detect organically boc.n:J Cr in solution.

This is not a serious limitation of the method when applied to seawater because

the dissolved organic matter concentrations in seawater is very low. Accofding

to Sharp {141 J and Carlson et al. (142), the best estimate of the concentration of

Dissolved Organic Carbon, DOC, (which is related to DOM) in oceanic surtace

waters is 70 IJM. In deeper waters, the DOC concentration will be lower.

DOC in inland surtace waters is widely variable, depending on the Iype of waler

body (rivers, lakeS), the climate and the nature of vegetation in the area.

Serious interterences can occur in the application of the CSV method in the

determination of Cr in such waters because in addition to being richer in organic

malter, these waters tend 10 be more aCidic. Cr(VI) reduction to Cr(IIl) and its

subsequent non.labilily through complexation will be favoured under Ihese

conditions.

Since DOM does not interfere with the CSV ~ Cr(VI), accurate determination of

Cr(VI), if present, can be carried out in these waters. However, total Cr and

Cr(lIl) results may be erroneous because as a result of its complexation with

organic malter, Cr(llI) will be non·labile. In circumstances where interterence

from DOM is encounterad, complete destruction of the organic matter by u. v.
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irradiation of the samples (143]. with concomitant oxidation of Cr(llI) to Cr(VI).

will need to be carried out and then total Cr determined as Cr(VI).
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3.8.3 Other Metal.

The extensive use of XO in analytical chemistry. as an indicator in

metaJlochromic titrations and as a complexing agent in spectrophotClmetnc

analysis, is an indication of the extreme versatility of the compound towards

complexation with metal ions. It is therefore believed that under the right

conditions, especially of pH. determination of a wide range of metals should be

achievable by the CSV of the metal-XO complexes. In the present case, a futl

study was not carried out but at pH -7 in Nanopure water. metal·XO reduction

peaks were observed for Cu (-222 mV), Pb (-490 mV). Fe (-400 mV), Cd (-660

mV) and Zn (-1060 mV). The reduction peaks of Cu, Fe and Pb are potentially

amenable 10 the development of extremely sensitive CSV methods for

determination of these metals after an optimization procedure. The proximity of

the peaks, especially. Fe and Pb, suggests that at high levels, interference by

overlapping peaks might occur. A method for the determination of Pb with XO

has recently been described in the literature (110), but surprisingly. the authors

report that 400 nM Fe(Il) or Fe(III) did have any significant interference in the

determination of Pb. This is arguable because of the pro)rimity of the Pb and Fe

peaks. Cd cannot be determined by this method since the Cd-XO reduction

peak is completely masked by the reduction peak of XO itself. The reduction

peak for Zn is very insensitive and it is doubtful whether it can be made

analytically useful. Some additional investigations were carried on the CSV of
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Fe-XO and the results are discussed in relation to the interference of Fe on Cr

(Section 3.8,4).

The capability of XO 10 complex a wide range of metal ions is not necessarily a

boon because metal-XO complexes may lead to serious interferences.

In CSV, interference by other metals can be in the form of

1. competition for the available ligand for complex fonnation which may

result in the analyte complexation being inhibited or even totally

suppreSSed. Such interference can be remedied by the addition of extra

amounts of the ligand in solution.

2. extraneous metal complexes formed may interfere by competing with the

analyte complex for adsorption on the electrode; the analyte can still be

quantified, albeit at reduced sensitivity, if a methOd of standard addition is

used for calibration.

3. the interfering metal ion may be reducible on the mercury electrOde at

potentials in the vicinity of the analyle E, and cause a direct or partial

overlap with the analytical peak. Such reduction may occur from prior

adsorption of the interfering species on the electrode or from the bulk of

the solution.

4. the interfering metal (Of other species) may int8filCt with the analyte ion

and prevent the formation of the analyle-ligand complex.
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As mentioned, the first two types of interferences described above are not

necessarily very serious and c.-. be corred:ed for. However, interference

resulting from the redudion of the interferent species in the vicinity of the analyte

Ep and/or any interaction betNeen the interferant and analyte species will have

serious consequences on the validity and acceptability of the analytical method.

The effect of metal ions on the CSV peaks for -4.2YCr(VI) and -. :NCr (as Cr(VI) and

Cr(lll)) was studied by metal additions to seawater and Nanopure water

containing 1 IJ9Il of Cr, under optimized conditions. tt was found that additions

of up to 50 IJ9Il AI"', aft., Cdl ., COl" Cul -, Mol', Malo, Nil -, Pb2-, UO/· and Zn2

caused little or no change in the height of the Cr reduction peak. The effect of

Fe on the CSV of Cr is discussed separately in Section 3.8.4.
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3.8.4 Iron

Interference due to Fe was predictable in view of the observation that during

speciation studies, an attempt to reduCe Cr(VI) by Fr' was partially successful.

The effect of Fe on the Cr CSV peak was studied by following changes in i. upon

the addition of varying amounts of Fe in Cr(lII) and Cr(VI) $Olutions in Nanopure

water. Results showed that the effect of Fe was dependent on the oxidation

states of both Fe and Cr. As mentioned ear1ier, the Fe-XO complex is

CSV-electroactive. Some aspects of the CSV of the Fe-XO complex are

included because they provkJe an important insight into the mechanism of the

complexation reaction between XO and the metal ion and the adsorption of the

analyte on the electrode.

3.8.4.1 C$V of Fe,XO

Several methods exist for the stripping voltanYn8try of Fe, using, for example,

hydroxamic acids [144J, catechol (143), Solochrome Violet RS (145) and

l-nitro-2-naphthol [146J as chelating agents. In parallel with the role of NOl · in

the CSV of Cr, hydrogen peroxide has been employed tor the sensitivity

enhancement in the determination of Fe. The analytical peakS are observed at 

-0.35 10 ..(l.5 V and, in all cases, they have been ascribed to the Fe{III}IFe(II)

reduction.
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In the CSV of Fe in the presence of XO, at pH - 6.8-7 (not optimiZed), Fe

reduction peaks were seen at - ~.4 V. The best deposition potential for these

peaks was found to be ~.15 V. A3 in previous methods for Fe, ~Ol led to an

enhancement in peak heights. However, the peaks were only seen tor

Fe{II)-XO: extremely small peaks resulted from Fe(III)·XO. Fig. 3.24 compares

the CSV peaks tor Fe(lI) and Fe(III).

3SO _

300 I
250 l

! 200 i
~ 1SO j
~ 1oo!
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I0 _

0.'

Fir. 3.24: CSV pUlu; for 2 ~L Fr· (a) M\d Fe'· (b), obained under
similar conditions in Nanopure water.

The observation that Fe(lI) but not Fe(lII) is CSV labile is very surprising. The

observed peak potential (- .Q.4 V) and the peak enhancement by H10l suggest

that the observed peak can only be due to a Fe(III)·Fe(lI) reduction and

therefore the adsorbed species has to be a Fe{lII)-XO~x. A 1:1 complex

is known to be formed between Fe(lII) and XO in solution and has been utilized
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as the absorbing species in a spectrophotometric method for the determination

of Fe(III) [147].

The CSV·inertness of Fe(III) can only be explained by postulating that a strong

Fe--XO complex is formed in solution but this complex is not adsorbed on the

mercury. Free XO is very Strongly adsort:led on the merOJry {Section 4.2} and

competes preferentially with F.--XO for adSOrption sites on the electrode. XO

therefore interferes in the adsorption of the Fe·-XO complex in a manner akin to

the interterence in CSV by surtace-active compounds.

On the other hand, Fe(lI) is CSV labile because FeZ' reacts with the already

adsorbed XO 10 form the Fel-XO complex, which remains adsorbed. Since al

this potential (E..... = -0.15 V), Fe(II) is unstable, the Fel-XO undergoes oxidation

to Fe--XO. Such an oxidation step has been used to explain the CSV-Iability of

Fe{lI) with catechol (143) and with 1-nitro-2-naphthoI(146).

During the stripping stage, the Fe·-XO complex is reduced with the production of

the analytical peak. The scheme of events leading to the production of the

analytical peak is summarized below.
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Deposition stage:
XO .... XO_{HO)

Fe(II)" XO_(Hg) .... Fel-XO_(Hg)

Fel-XO_(Hg) .... Fe--XO_(Hg) .. e

Stnpping stage:

Fe--XO_(Hg) .. e .... Fel-XO_(Hg)

L-.-..J:!,Q,~

In Chapter 4, it is postulated that the electroaetive Cr-XO species is similarly

formed by the inleradion between Cr(lI) produced at the eledrocle and
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3.8.4.2 Interl'..-.nce by Fe

Fe)o has no effect on the determination d either -1.2YCr(VI). .et.2YCr(VI) or Cr(III);

Fe(lII) additions of up to 100 1Jg/L did not affect the Cr reduction peak heights.

Since it is assumed that the Fe--XO is not adsorbed on mercury. provided there

is excess XO in SOlution, no interference will be seen.

The addition of 100 IJOIL Fe~' had no il'TVTlediate effect on the Cr(lII) peak but the

Cr peak was seen 10 decrease with time. This decrease was slow, with a loss of

only 5% in 15 minutes, 10% in 30 minutes and 25% in 1 hour. Thereafter, the Cr

peak remained slable with time. During this time. the Fe(lI) peak at ..Q.4 V

remained constant. II was also noted that the deCrease in the Cr peak with time

was independent of the Fe~' concentration. the same effect being observed al an

Fe2
- concentration of 2 IJglL and 70 IJgtl. It is important to nole that the

interference between Cr(lII) and Fe~' was effective only after the addition of XO

to the Fe(II)1Cr(llI) solution. This means that in a sample containing Cr(IlI) in the

presence of Fe~·, Cr(IlI) can be determined with a good degree of accuracy if the

tolal time elapsed between the addition of the ligand 10 the sample and the

determination of the peak height corresponding to the final standard addition is

kept short. Complete analysis of a sample involving 3 standard additions, with

triplicate peak height determination for each addition, can usually be completed

within 8-10 minutes after the addition of XO to the sample.
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Addition of Fez, to Cr(VI) led to an immediate deaease on the peak heights of

., ZVCr(VI} and -ozvCr(VII. but the peaks did not show any further deCrease with

time. The effect of FeZ- on the reduction peaks of Ct(VI) is shown in Fig. 3.25.

':~-:
~eof ~
~~ .

I

"',0 --'

o

Fie. J.25: Effect or Fr· on ml PNk current. Tht response is exPl'essed as
~ p8"ctnQIl!' or IN CWTfnt it ItrO addIdon or Fe.
(~): -o.JVCr(VI), (b): 'l-l'tCr(VI)

For a given addition or Fez-, the decrease in peak height is less for .,zvCr(VI)

than for -0 zvCt(VI). This is easily ul"lder$tOOd in the light of the fact that the

interference seen is due 10 the decrease of Cr(VI) in solution as a result of

chemical reduction by FeZ- The produd of this radudion is Cr(III) 'Nhich is still

electroactive from a deposition potential of -1.2 V and contributes to the ., :VCr

peak. Surprisingly, the reduction in the Cr(VI) peak height is not accompanied

by a reduction in the Fe(II) peak height, as would be expected from the fact that

Fe(l!) is electroadiv. but Fe{III) is not.
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Whereas the interference of Fez> on Cr(VI) is explained by redox properties of

the Fe(II)/Cr(VI) couple in solution, no simple explanation can be put forward for

the interference of FeZ> on Cr(III).

The concentration of dissolved Fe in seawater is extremely low, between 0.1 to

0.7 nM [137. 148} equivalent 10 about O.OOS..Q.04 ~glL Fe concenlrations as row

as 0.02 nM have been reported in surface waters of the Pacific Ocean (149,

150]. At these concentration levels, no interference due to Fe will be observed

in the determination of Cr in seawater by the CSV method but in inland surface

waters, where the Fe content can reach mgIL levels, serious interferences

should be expected. However conditions prevalent in such waters (e.g.. high

acidity, high DOC, high Fe) all point to the occurrence of negligible amounts of

Cr(VI). As explained above, if the analysis is done rapidly, determination of total

Cr as Cr(lII) should not pose any difficulty even at high Fe levels. Such an

analysis was carried in a riverine water reference material for trace metals

(SLRS·3, obtained from the National Research Council of Canada) which has a

certified Fe content of 100 IJQIL. Application of this CSV method showed a Cr

concentration of 0.32±O.04 IJgll, which is in good agreement with the certified

value of O.30±O.04 IJglL.
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3.9 BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION

3.9.1 Need for BackgrowM:l SubtrKtion

At the optimum pH for the determination of Cr the reduction of H· on mercury

becomes significant at E values more negative than -1.4 V. This results in a

sharp increase in the background current. The background current is

considerably higher in seawater than in Nanopure water, Fig. 3.26{i). This is

due to the extra ions in seawater as a result of its salinity. Addition of inert

electrolytes like KCI to either seawater or Nanopure water result in an increase

in the background current, especially in the region of potential more negative

than -"1.45 V. NaNOI • whidl is utilized fOf its role in the catalytic enhancement

of the analy1ical CSV current, has a similar effect on the background current.

The background currents in Nanopure water and in seawater after the addition

of 750 IJL of 5M NaNOI is shown in Fig. 3.26(ii) and the equivalent effect of only

the addition of 750 IJL 5 M NaNO
I

on the background current in Nanopure water

and seawater is shOwn in Fig 3.26(iii). NO; brings about a smooth increase in

the background current. This increase was found to be proportional to the

amount of NO; added. Successive additions of 100 IJL NO; resulted in the

same increase in the background current. The background current increased

similarly with additions of NO; even in the presence of XO.
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The high background current, especially in seawater, has a deleterious effect on

the Cr analytical peak as the latter occurs at - -1.45 V. which falls just within the

sharply increasing region of the voltammogram. Despite the high sensitivity of

this Cr-XO method, Cr peakS resulting from very low Cr (e.g., attha 0.1-0.2 IJgJL

revels encountered in seawater) cannot be adequately resolved from the

background. The minimum [Cr) giving rise to a distinct, quantifiable peak was

found to be -0.2 IJgJL in Nanopure water and -0.3 IJglL in seawater (Cr(VI),

1-min deposition at-1.2 V). Higher (Cr) will be required for ~,zvCr(VI) and Cr(lll)

because these species respond typically 50-70% less sensitively than .1,
zvCr(VI)

Quantification of Cr in natural water samples would therefore be impossible

unless the current resulting from the Cr reduction can be resolved from the

background current. For achieving such resolution, a background subtraction

method can be used. Background subtraction in this case woutcl be analogous

to the use of blanks in most of the spectrometric techniques.
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3.9.2 Background SubtrKtlon IMthod

The utilization of background subtraction techniques as a me.,s of improving

detection limits has a long history in electroanalytical techniques. In fact, the

increased sensitivities seen in the pulse voltammetric tedlniques is attributed to

the elimination of the capacitance current. Even better detectability can be

achieved if most of the background faradaic current crI also be subtracted from

the analytical signal and to this effect several approaches have been used, In

earlier methods, backgrOUnd subtraction was accomplished by recording the

difference between two stripping currents with different deposition times at two

matched electrodes immersed in the same sample [151-154] or between two

matched electrodes in two different cells, one containing the sample and the

other containing the electrolyte [155].

In an evaluation of background subtraction in polarographic methods, Bond (80]

in 1980 pointed out that "the only really practical approach to subtractive

polarography is to undertake two separate experiments with the same

instrumentation and record the solvent and sample solutions separately from two

different runs. The data from the solvent can be stored electronically and

subtracted from subsequent scans on solutions containing the electroactive

species of interest." He also stressed that the full advantages of background
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subtraction could be exploited only with the availability of computeriZed

instrumentation.

With the availability cA computerized instrumentation backgnx.rtd subtraction has

indeed been implemented by using a single electrode [156-158]. The

background is obtained by using different deposition times or different

convection (stirring) rates and electronically stOf'ed. This backgrOUnd can then

be subtracted from the normal voltammogram to yield the analytical current.

Wang and Dewald [1591 have also used a subtraction method where the

background obtained from the electrolyte is subtracted from the sample

voltammogram to yield the purely analytical current. Numerical methods have

also been used to generate background currents [160-163).

With the increasing commercial availability of software designed specifically for

voltammetric data retrieval and data manipulation, it is anticipated that

background subtraction in voItammetric analysis will become mOf'e and more

Wldespread. The PAR Model 394 Analytical Voltammetry Software offers

extremely versatile and reliable data manipulation capabilities and background

subtraction methods can easily be incorporated in the development of new

methods.

The use of background subtraction methods in voltammetric methods of trace

analysis will lead to reaching hitherto unattained limits of detection because it
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has been noted by many authors that the limit of detection is determined not by

the analytical current but by the background CUlTent [101, 164J. There cannot be

any universal recipe for background subtr.ction in voltammetric methOds

because the nature of the backgrOlJld current is very specific to individual

systems and very small changes in the morphology of the electrode may lead to

imperfect background subtraction. Such changes in the electrode morphology

can be brought about by the formation of hydrogen bubbles at the surface.

plating of merOJry, potential- or time-dependent adSOfPhon or the precipitation of

hydroxides (165). All theSe will/ead to different surface areas of the electrode

and correSpondingly, different values of the background OJrrenl Hence, any

potential method must be carefully evaluated before being appfied to a particular

system. The effectiveness of some methOds of background subtraction has

been evaluated by Wang and Greene [165].

In the present case, several baCkground subtraction techniques were

considered. In the design of these methods, a primary obfed:ive was to keep the

method as simple as possible, i.e., to avoid any additional data acquisition or

data treatment step that would have a bearing on the total analysis time. Hence

the method used by Wang (156), whicn utilizes the difference in the signal for

two different deposition times, i.e., the response is equivalent to the

voltammogram obtained from a 60-$ deposition time minus the voltammogram

resulting from a 15-5 deposition, was written off as a potential method of
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background subtraction Implementation of such a method would increase the

total analysis time.

The method of background subtraction which seemed most obvious and simple

to use was one where the voltammogram of the buffered seawater or Nanopure

water sample, with aU necessary reagents added except the XO and obtained

under similar instrumental conditions, as the 'blank' vollammogram. Addition of

XO, and subsequently standard additions, to the sample would then yield the

'sample' voltammograms. Subtraction of the 'blank' voltammogram from the

'sample' voltammograms would be equivalent to a peak corresponding to Cr

reduction only. This assumes that in the absence of the complexing ligand no Cr

is reduced at the electrode, which is a fair assumption, especially considering

the Cr concentration levels and the extremely short scan time.

The above method is equivalent to the methOd used by Wang and Dewald (159)

and seems valid because

1 during interference studies, it was seen that no other metal ions give

reduction peaks in the potential region of interest. Hence any peak in the

subtracted voltammogram can be assigned as a Cr reduction peak.

2. at any pH, the effect of only XO on the vOltammogram in the ·1.2 to -1.6 V

was an overall increase in the current over the potential range. For
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illustration, the effect the addition of 50 ~L XO (2.5 mM) in purified

seawater at pH 6.7 is shown in Fig. 3.27.

I
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i I
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FI,.3.27: ElfectofXO on the bKkaround current In se.aW.acer;lt pH 6.7,

Unfortunately, this methOd of background subtraction did not give the expected

results; Fig 3.28 shows a typical subtracted vOltammogram obtained by the

application of the method described.
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Fi,. 3.28: VolQm~msequivalent CD Cr only. Thee were obQlned by
subuactln, !he voIQrnrTlOI'ims of sea~ter containl", NO;
from voItammoerams of seawater contalnln, NO I ", SO pl XO
and Cr(VI): (a) 0.11 J and (b) 0.446 PIll Cr.

The initial, increasing part of the voltammogram is as expected but in the

potential region after lhe peak current has been reached, the current keeps

decreasing. This means that, in these regions, the background current in the

presence of the analytical electrode process is lower than in the absence of the

process. From the processes thought to be occurring at the electrode during the

stripping step (Section 4.2), this may be due to the deposition of metallic

chromium or an inert Cr(II)-XO polymeric species on the Hg surface which

hinders the reduction of W and brings abOut a small decrease in the background

current. This illustrates now small morphological changes in the electrode can

lead 10 imperfect background subtraction. From the reason proposed to explain

the shape of the resultant voltammogram in Fig. 3.28. it can be extrapolated that
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background subtraction methods based on different deposition times or different

convection rates will not be effective in the present case.

Interestingty, it was found that very good calibrations curves can be obtained

even from the above-shaped vottammograms if pettk heights are calculated by

an extrapolation of the pre--peak baseline. However, this would involve manual

peak height calculations, which would make it prone to error and lead to an

increase in the total analysis time.

Stemming from the partial success of the above method, a slightly modified

method of background subtraction was evaluated and found to be effective. This

was based on the observation that in the absence of the ligand, the only effect of

NO; was a smooth inaease in the baCkground current. Also, the background

current in buffered seawater is constant, i.e., it does not depend on the

deposition time or the deposition potential. Therefore, voltammograms of

buffered seawater (or Nanopure water with the appropriate amount of inert

electrolyte) obtained before lhe addition of NaND and XD can equally be

considered as the 'blank'. Voltammograms obtained after Ile addition of NaNOl

and XO and subsequent standard additions would then be the 'sample'

voltammograms. SubtraCtion as before would produce 'IOltammograms which

would constitute the total current resulting from the addition of HaNOl and XC,

with a superimposed analytical peak, the height of which could be calculated
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and used for calibration purposes. This method is attractive because for a given

sample, the~ baekground is constantly subtraded from all samples and

spikes, so any systematic error introduced in the method will affect all the peak

height measurements equally and be cancelled out.

The application of this method is demonstrated in Fig. 3.29.
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Fir. 3.29: illustndon of che bKtJl'OUnd 5Ubo'xtion method
(~): volQmmorr~m for buffered se~w~ter only; (b):
voIQml'nOlf'~m obulned ~fter me ~ddlOOn of XO. NO)' ~nd

0.11 3 ~L Cr ~nd (c): b minus~, Is equiVOlI~t to che resulunt
effect of XQ, NO)' 'nd Cr.

The application of this method for the determination of Cr in a logy Bay

seawater sample yielded the follCl"Ning results. Fig. 3.30 show the actual

vOltammograms. In the absence of a background subtraction, Fig. 3.30(1), the
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peak currents cannot be measured accurately but after the background

subtraction Fig. 3.3O(ii), distinct peaks are visible and can be measured

.[(V) .[(V)

FI,. 1.10: calibration usIn, Nd:around subcraetion.
(I), unsub1ncmd and (II), subtracted voI~ams for Cr
addldons of 0,0.113,0.225,0.336 and 0.446 PIlL Cr .

From Fig. 3.3O(ii), the following peaks heights were calculated.

o
0.113

0.225

0.336

0.446

peak height (nA)

125.8

271.5

417.8

565.7

724.7

The above values give a straight line (rl = 0.9995) with a slope of 1338

nA.(l-lglL)"' and intercept 121.4, from whiCh the Cr concentration can be
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calculated as 0.101 1JWl. This value has been adjusted for the effect of the

dilution of the seawater sample by the addition of required reagents.

Given the excellent calibration characteristics obtained, this method of

background subtraction was adopted. The method is applicable for both -4-2VCr

and ·uvCr determinations and has been employed throughout this work for

determination of Cr at low levels. The consistently reproducible and accurate

results obtained when applied to riverine and seawater Reference Materials as

well as during recovery experiments in purified seawater and Nanopure water is

testimony to the accuracy of this method. Cr determination in all the seawater

samples (Section 3.11) was carried out using this method of background

subtraction
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3.10 ANALYTlCAL PERFORMANCE

3.10.1 AccurKyand~on

The accuracy of the tec/Ylique was assessed by the analysis of Cr in trace metal

reference standards from the National Research Council of Canada. Two

reference waters, the Nearshore seawater Reference Material (CASS·3) and the

Riverine Water Reference Material (SLRS·3) were analyzed for Cr(ll!) and Cr(VI)

by the method developed in this study. The results of the analyses are shown in

Table 3.7.

TM*!l.7: ANtysisof~fM.lteNIs

Certified Cr Cr found
Sample (.,gil.) (.,gil.)

total Cr .,.2vCr(III)·' .1.2YCr(III)·2 -4.1VCr(Vl)

CASS.3 0.092±O.006 0.088%0.008 (3.5%)") 0.092:tO.OO5 (2.3%)"' n.q·4

ISLRS.3 0.30%0.04 n.a· 5 0.32%0.04 (5.4%)') n.a"S

'1. afterreduclionstep

"2. no prior reduetion step

"3. mean ~ 95% confidence interval (RSO)

'4. not quantified; belOw detection limit

·S. not appicable: Fe interference (see Section 3.1'-4.1)

The excellent agreement between the certified values and the values obtained

by this method confirms the accuracy of the method. As expected, no Cr(VI) was

found in these waters as a result of its storage at pH 1.6, but the agreement

between the Cr values obtained as Cr(llI) with and without the reduction step is
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proof of the aecuraey of the ovet'1Il1 procedure, wtlich includes the CSV step as

well as the reduction step and the background subtraction method.

The very good precision of the method is reflected in the values of the relative

standard deviations obtained in the above determinations. Similar RSO values

were seen in the recovery experiments during the speciation exercise.

Repeated voltammograms in CASS·3 (which contains 0.092 IJO/l Cr), without

any Cr addition. produced ....erage peak heil1lts of 143.01;1.9 nA (mean:tSD,

n=5) with a RSO of 1.3%. This demonstrates the highly reproducible nature of

the electrode processes leading to the peak formation.
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3.10.2. Sensitivity and Detection Umits

For calibration purposes, aU voltammograms were obtained after a 60-s

deposition followed by a 10-s equilibration but it should be noted that during the

equilibration time, the deposition of the __yte complex still OCOJr'S, albeit at a

much reduced rate. The amount of anelyte deposited during the equilibration

stage has been neglected in the calculation of the sensitivity values reported

below. The sensitivity is taken as being equal to the slope of the calibration

graph per unit time and is reported as nA (IJOflr' min". From calibrations of

Logy Bay seawater, average sensitivities for -4·lYCr(VI), ·\.2YCr(VI) and Cr(III) were

found to be respectively 1250, 865 and 675 nA (~r' min" (ca. 65, 45, and 35

nA nM'\ min"), Sensitivities in Nanopure water were about 30-35% higher.

Nanopure water and purified MSRl seawater were used for calculating 30

detection limits and since the blank solutions failed to give peaks, (J values were

calOJlated fO( 7 repeat voltammograms at a Cr level of -0.1 IJ9Il (after the

addition of 50 IJL, 25 IJ9Il Cr), The calculated detection limits are shown in

Table 3.8,

nble 3.8: 0ftKd0n Ilmlu in ntIt.

=Cr(Vl) ·'.2YCr(Vl) C~"')

Nanopure water 2.2 1.2 1.8

Purified seawater " 5.2 7.8
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tn calibration curves in Nanopure water a"Id Logy Bay seawater as well during

the analysis of the seawater samples from the N.W. Atlantic Ocean (Section

3.11). where the method of baCkground subtraction was employed, rl values of

0.999 were routinely obtained, attesting 10 the very gOOd linearity of calibrations

at low levels.

This method of background subtraction is not recommended fOf'" use at high

concentrations because the resulting currents are so large that incomplete

peaks result, Le.. the peaks become broad and the baseline beyond the peak is

not reached.

Calibration curves for Cr(V1) additions to Nanopure water at 4 different

deposition times eve shown in Fig. 3.31. Unsubtracted peak height values have

been used in these plots. The plots show that long deposition times will lead to

considerable error in the calculations as the curves for 120- and 180~s

deposition times are non-line.. over almost the whoMt concentration range. This

is beCause the mercury surface is saturated with the complex and added Cr

does not bring about the expected inaease in the peak height.
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Fir. 3.31: linurity of response lOr d1ffwent de'position times. (,1) 30 s, (b)
60s, (c) 120s"nd(d) 180s.

Interestingly, careful examination of the curves for 30- and 6O-s depositions

show that after respectively 4 and 3 standard additions (each -0.5 IJglL Cr), the

calibration lines show a very slight outward curvature, i.e., fresh additions of

chromium bring abOut a greater increase in peak height than expected. This is

explainable in the light of the argument in Chapter 4 where it is shown that the

species deposited is C"·XO, which is formed by the reaction between Cr(lI)

species produced status nascendi and XO which is already adsorbed on the

mercury. The deposition time also controls the amount of XO adsorbed: for a

given, short, deposition time if high levels of Cr are present in solution,

competition for XO may result in the formation and deposition of an interfering

dinuclear Cr·XO-er complex, Simultaneous reduction of this complex and of the

analytical Cr·XO complex would explain the curvature in the calibration plots.
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The linearity of response tor a 6O-s deposition is v&IY good for the 0-2 jJQIL Cr

range. It is recommended that application of this method with a 6O-s deposition

time be restricted to the analysis of samples with • Cr content not exceeding

-{).5 IJglL Cr. After ltvee standard additions. the total Cr concentration in

solution would be about 2 IJQIl which is within the linear range. For analysis of

solutions with high C,.. content (unlikely in natural waters), the original samples

can be diluted to the applicable concentration range or shorter deposition times

can be used.
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3.11 SPEClATlON OF CHROMIUM IN THE N.W. ATLAHTtC OCEAN

The CSV method developed in this.....-crt was applied to the determination of Cr

species in the water column at a station located between- Labrador and

Greenland in the N.W. Atlantic Ocean. The seawater samples were collected in

low density polyethyJene bonles on 10 August 1993 (Section 2.5) and kept

double-bagged and frozen at -14 ·C until the analyses were performed. The

seawater analyses were carried out dlXing a one-month period in 1997. For the

analysis. each frozen seawater sample was thawed at room temperature (it took

about 5 hours for this to occur) and the analysis was usually completed within 3

hours of thawing. This was thought necessary for minimizing speciation

changes and Cr losses through adsorption on the container sLrlaces. Each

sample was analyzed separately for total Cr as Cr(III) (E..= -1.2 V, calibration

by 3 standard additions of Cr(lII» and for Cr(VI) only (E.... ..0.2 V, calibration by

3 standard additions of Cr(VI)). Moreover, simultaneously with the determination

of ..olvCr(VI), .',ZVCr(Vl) was also determined. The value of .',lVCr(VI) thus

obtained should always be such that -4.lVCr(VI) s: ·,.zvCr(Vll s: Cr(lII) and this

criterion provided an empirical cheek on the accuracy of the results. Two

samples (samples 7 and 25) were analyzed in triplicate whereas all other

samples were analyzed only once. However. all voltammetric runs were earned

oul in triplicate and electronically averaged to obtain the mean voltammogram;
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this was then used for obtaining the values of i. after a basefine subtraction as

explained in Section 3.9. The experimental procedure is briefly summarized

below.

Determination of togl Cr •• Crtlll)

(All vo"ammograms obtained by deposition at -1.2 V and scanning from -1.2 to
·1.6 V)

• Tr.Jmf.... ~lOYOllMnmIU1coell
• Adjust pH to -I.'wlth Ql2·HQ
• AdcISO.ulofl.SMlQ.SOJ

• Stir fot" 30 $, Io'Iaot YI:llutnrneufc cal In Marodlt and PUrwt fot" 6 min.
• Buffer to pH -6.6-6.7,~ In eI«Uude 1M obuln tu..~m
• Add NO,·, XO mcIcomp1«eallbmlon bysund¥d Hdltkw'a ofCliIll)

Determination of -4.2YCr(VI) and ·'.2VCrtVl)

(Voltammograms for 4zvCr(VI) obtained by deposition at .fJ.2 V and scanning
from ·1.2 to -1.6 V; voItammograms for·'-lVCr(VI) obtained by deposition at -1.2 V
and scanning from -1.2 to -1.6 V).

• Trlmfer wmpl. to voIUnwn«rtc cell
• Buff.-topH -6.6-6.7.pbc.In~lndobul"tu,*V'OkarTWflOlnrnJ

• Add NO,', XO ¥1d compIet. aJlbndon by sund¥d Iddltkw'a of CliVI)

Results of the analyses are shown in Table 3.9 and have been plotted as a

vertical profile in Fig. 3.32.
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Table J 9 [Cr] at S4 SO·N 48 46·W 'n the N W AtUndc Oc.. , ••n

5.' DopIh pH totaiCr Cr{VI) CIl") Cr1IH~

1m) IIlIII. IIlIII. IIlIII. CIlV1)

7 15 8.12 0.144 0.104 0.040 0.385

18 30 8.15 0.147 0.121 0.026 0.215

8 45 8.25 0.138 0.115 0.023 0.200

17 75 8.17 0.102 0.059 0.043 0.729

"
150 8.56 0.110 0.103 0.007 0.068

13 350 8.30 0.137 0.088 0.049 0.557

36 500 8.33 0.141 0.099 0.042 0.424

35 950 8.48 0.142 0.105 0.037 0.352

27 1407 8.46 0.165 0.164 0.001 0.006

21 1698 8.16 0.169 0.154 0.015 0.097

28 1990 8.42 0.162 0.160 0.002 0.013

22 2281 8.11 0.170 0.167 0.003 0.018

23 2573 825 0.179 0.179 0.000 0

2' 2961 8.19 0.190 0.190 0.000 0

26 3398 8.30 0.119 0.119 0.000 0

34 3593 8.44 0.198 0_198 0.000 0

25· 3682 8.50 0.135 0.104 0.031 0.298

. IS 30 m atJooJe boaom
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II should be mentioned at this point that the aim of this exercise was mainly to

demonstrate that the newty developed method could be applied to the

determination of Cr speciation in environmental samples. Therefore, no attempt
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is made here to correlate (Cr] with other existing oceanic data for the water

column. The (CrJ data obtained here will be integrated into an extensive study

that has been undertaken by an interdisciplinary research group under the aegis

of the Intergovemmental Oceanographic Commission. However, some general

comments about the results can be made by comparing these results with

available oceanic data on Cr. Cr profiles have been published for the Pacific

Ocean (33, 42, 166. 169-171], the Mediterranean Sea [102, 171, 172], the North

Atlantic Ocean (103, 171) and the North West Atlantic Ocean [167].

Campbell and Yeats [167] have determined total Cr at 2 stations in the N.W.

Atlantic Ocean (50°47.9' N, 44°01.7' Wand 53°00.0' N, 40°59.7' W), one station

in the Labrador Sea (60°51.0' N, 56°14.6' W) and one station in the Baffin Bay

(72°14.1' N, 65°56.9' W). These stations are in the same geographical region as

the station from which the samples for this study were collected. The total Cr

concentrations reported by these authors vary between 0.172 and 0.270 IJgll.

The total Cr concentrations found in this study (0.102 to 0.198 IJglL) are abOut

25-40% lower than the values reported by Campbell and Yeats. Some factors

that could explain the difference in the observed (CrJ in this study and the

previous study are:

1 the seasonal variation of Cr; Campbell and Yeats do not mention the

season during which the sampling was carried out.
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2. the storage of samples after sampling. Campbell and Yeats acidified the

water samples immediately upon collection. The storage at high acidity

could be responsible for remobilizing organically bOund and colloidal Cr.

These processes would lead to higher lCr) values. In contrast, for this

study, the samples were refrigerated at natural pH upon collection and

then stored for about 4 years. Adsorptive losses during the storage

period as well as the fact that the CSV method used can detect only

dissolved Cr would lead to lower ICr).

3. shortcomings in the analytical technique used. Campbell and Yeats

utilized a method based on the ~vent extraction of Cf'{III) with A1amine

336 for the preconcentration of Cr and subsequently quantified Cr by

Flameless-AAS. Since such an analytical procedure is prone to

introduced contamination, incorrect (Cr) values may result. For example

analyte cany-over during the analysis could lead to higher values of Cr.

The total Cr profiles in Fig. 3.32 show that below the surface, there is depletion

down to about 100m followed by a gradual increase with depth. Cr{Vl) and total

Cr follow a similar vertical distribution. Such profiles have also been observed in

the Pacific Ocean [33, 42, 166J and the Atlantic Ocean 1167J and are indicative

of a biointermediate behaviour, .with a moderate degree of biogeochemical

recycling. In contrast, in the Mediterranean Sea, Cr apparently has a

conservative behaviour (102J. According to van den Berg et al. (102), a surface
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depletion is not observed in the Mediterranean because of atmospheric inputs or

low primary productivity in those oligotrophic Wllters.

The apparent Cr minimum observed at 3400 m has also been observed at

approximately the same depth by Campbell and Yeats [167]. These authors

have rationalized the Cr profiles with other hydrographic data and movement of

waler masses. It is anticipated that such correlation will also be made for the

data shOwn in Table 3.9.

The Cr(III)/Cr(VI) ratios in Table 3.9 show that the predominant species in the

water column is Cr(VI), which is thermodynamically the most stable form in

oxygenated waters. Unfortunately no data are available for the speciation of Cr

in these waters, but the speciation data is in agreement with recent data fO( Cr in

oceanic waters {33, 42, 102}.

The Cr(lIl) profile in Fig. 3.32 shows that Cr(lll) is present especially within the

region where total Cr depletion occurs. Cr(III) also shows an inverse correlation

with Cr(VI) in this region. Both these factors could be explained by taking into

consideration biological activity involving uptake/release of Cr that result in the

transformation of Cr species by micro.organisms. SUfface enrichment in Cr(lU)

can also occur through atmospheric deposition as well as by the photoreduction

of Cr(VI) [168).
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Absence of Cr(lII) at greater depths is indicative of its being scavenged by

sinking detritus which results In Its removal from the water column. It IS

interesting to note that at the deepest point sampled. Cr(lII) is detected again.

This could be attributed to the remobilization of Cr(lII) from the bottom

sediments.
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CHAPTER ..

ELECTRODE PROCESSES

In this dlapter, the nature of the electrode process is inv8$tigated. Given the

complexity of the equilibria in solution, however. lhe extreme difficulty faced in

the complete identification of the ligand species actually involved in the

complexation with Cr is aeknow'ledged. The presence of two complexing sites

on the ligand further complicates the study or the species in solution. XO can

form ML, M1L, ML., and ~L, types of complexes [114J. The difficulties involved

in a study of the complexes of XO has been recognized by several authors 1114,

173J.

With the above in mind, the study of the electrode processes is restricted to

identifying the Cr species involved in the redudion rather than the complex itself.

Also, no attempt is made to identify the XO species that are involved in the

complexation process, although they are believed to be H;<O;). and H;<'040.

Therefore. in the following discussion, the charges on the complexes are

omitted.
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4.1 NATURE OF THE ADSORBED SPECIES

The following conclusions can be made from some observations noted during

the course of Chapter 3.

1. The optimal conditions for the determination of .4.2VCr(V1). ol.zvCr(VI) and

·'.2VCr(III) are exactly the same, which means that the analytical peak is

likely to be due to the efectrodie redudion of the same species in each

case. Since the analytical peak is seen only in the presence d Cr and no

other metal ion, it is unlikely that the peak is due to a reduction of the

ligand. Also, since no peak is seen in the absence of the ligand. the

species responsible for the analytical peak has to be a Cr-XO complex.

Cr reduction is expected in the -1 to -1.7 V potential range [79).

2. The Cr(III)·XO complex formed~ by the reaction between XO

and nascent Cr(III) (from the chemical reduction of Cr(VI» is not adsorbed

onto the mercury (Section 3.7.5. pages 9~94).

3. Failure of Cr(III) to give reduction peaks at deposition potentials less

negative than .a.a V shows that either a Cr(III)·XO complex is not formed

under the solution conditions or else a complex is formed but not

adsorbed on the mercury electrode. Since it has been shown above that

the Cr(III)-XO complex is not ac:lsorbed on mercury. it can be confirmed

that a Cr(JII)-XQ complex is not formed in solution; if it did. the response

from a Cr(lII) solution would show a gradual decrease with time, 85 was
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the case with the gradual removal of Cr(III) from solution as a result of

complexatfon with citric acid and tartaric acid (Section 3.8.2). However,

very stable peaks are obtainable with Cr(IlI).

Another observation pertinent to this discussion is that under open circuit

conditions. with either Cr(III) or Cr{Vl) in SOlution, no analytical peak is observed.

This observation was made by carryfng out the experiment in the normal manner

except that the electrode was switched off immediately after dispensing a new

mercury drop and switched on just before the stripping stage. The solution was

stirred as usual. This again shows that a Cr(III)·XQ complex does not exist in

solution Nor does a Cr(VI)-XQ exist because otherwise peaks would be

observed during open circuit depoSition of Cr(VI) solutions. That a Cr(VI).XQ

complex does not exist in solution is trivial because Cr(VI) occurs as an anion

and cannot be complexed.

All of the above observations lead to the conclusion that the analyte Cr-XQ

complex does not exist in solution but is formed in situ by the reaction between

XO_(Hg) and a Cr species generated by the electrodic reduction of the Cr(III)

and Cr(VI). The adsorption of XO is demonstrated in Section 4.2.

Given the electroactivity of Cr(lIt), the complex formed cannot be other than

Cr"-XQ_(Hg). At the potential of its generation from Cr(III), the Cr"-XO complex

would be unstable because the complex is reduced at ·1.45 V. This complex will
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therefore immediately get oxidized to the Cr--XQ complex and remain adsorbed.

Hence, lhe species accumulated on the electrOde: during the deposition step is

C"'--XQ. This mechanism for the formation of Cr--XO is along the same lines as

the reduction of Cr{lII) in the presence of EDTA (174) and other N-substituted

ethylenediaminetriacetie acids [175). A similar mechanism was proposed fO( the

adsorption of the eleetroactive species in the CSV of Fe (Section 3.8.4.1).

From Cr(lll), the adsorbed complex is then formed as follows:

Cr(lIIloq + XQ_(Hg) + e -. CrI-XO_(Hg)

Cr"-XO_(Hg) _ C,..-XO....{Hg) .. e

The formation of the electroactive complex from Cr(VI) is straightforward. The

reduction of Cr(VI) to Cr(lII) is possible at potentials less than -0.05 V [96, 176).

However, depending on the deposition potential being used, the complex

formation may proceed through the involvement of intermediates like Cr(V) and

Cr(N) which provide many pathways to the formation of Cr(III) species (177}. It

is expected that the intermediates would be involved at less negative potentials

(e.g., at -0.2 V) whereas, as the depoSition potential is made more negative, the

reduction of Cr{VI) could involve a one step, 3-electron reduction to Cr(lll). E'll

for the 3-electron reduction of Cr10/, is -0.96 V (v SeE) [79}. Some possible

pathways for the formation of Cr-'-XO on the electrode are shown below.
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Formation of intermediates.

Cr(VI) + e

Cr(VI) + 2e

Cr(V)~

Cr(IV)....

followed by the formation of the adsorbed complex,

Cr(V)... + Cr(IV)... + XO_(Hg) -lo Cr(VI)... + C"·XO...(Hgt.

Cr(IV)... + Cr(lV)... + XO_(Hg) -lo Cr(VI)... + CrI.XO_(Hg)

Cr"-XO_(Hg) -+ er-·XO_(Hg) + e

or (178J,

3Cr(IV)... + 2XO..(Hg) -+ Cr(VI)... + 2C"'·XO_(Hg),

or, through a 3-electron reduction of Cr(VI),

Cr(VI)... + XO_(Hg) + 3e -+ C"'·XO_(Hg)

The different mechanisms leading to the formation and adsorption of the

erectroactive species would explain the different sensitivities for -4.zvCr(VI). Cr(l/I)

and ., lVCr(VI).
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4.2 ADSORPTION ON MERCURY

In the formulation of a mechanism for the adsorption of the electroactive species

during the deposition stage, it is Claimed that during the reaction between Cr(lI)

and XO (as also between Fe{II) and XO: Section 3.8.4.1), the metal ion reacts

with the ligand wnich is already adsorbed on the electrode. This was

demonstrated by a series of experiments in wnich the solution in the electrode

was changed by substituting the voltammetric cell. All these experiments were

done in Nanopure water. Typically, these experiments were done as follows: a

voltammetric cell (Cell 1) containing a test solution under given conditions

(constituents, pH) was placed in the electrode and a voltammetric programme

initialed. After a suitable deposition time t(l), at E_ = E(1), while the

voltammetric programme was still on, the voltammetric cell was substituted with

a fresh cell (Celt 2) containing a deaerated solution under a different set of

conditions. A further deposition was then effected under the previously initiated

vortammetric programme (at E.. = E(l) or a different potential E(2)) for a time

1(2), following which a normal stripping voltammogram was obtained. Hence by

varying the contents and pH of cells, E(l) & E(2) and the deposition times t( 1) &

t(2), a study could be made of the adsorption of the complex on the electrode.

Some observations and ensuing conclusions from these experiments follow.

The observations below are valid for -O.2VCr(VI), .uvCr(V1) and Cr(lIl) and no
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further distinction between these species will be made during the course of this

discussion.

1. Normal analytical peaks result if the deposition of the complex is effected

from a solution containing Cr and XO with or withOut NO)" but the stripping

is carried in a solution containing only NO; at pH 7" The peaks persist

whether the stripping is carried out immediately or up to 2 min after

changing the solution. This shows that the Cr·XO complex is very

strongly adsorbed on the electrode and does not desorb back into

solution in the absence of the XO/Cr in Ceil 2.

A similar conclusion can be reached from an observation that following a

deposition at the optimum E... (-1.2 V), if the scanning during the

stripping step is done from 0 V after an equilibrium time at this potential,

peaks obtained are comparable to those obtained when scanning from

-1.2V.

2. If XO and Cr are deposited sequentially (XO from cell 1 and Cr from cell

2), Cr peaks are Obtained as usual. The peak heights then depend on the

deposition times t(1) as well as t(2). While it is normal thai ip should

increase with increasing t(2), it was found that at constant 1(2), ip

increased with increasing t(1). For example, for t(2) = 130 s, i, values of

399, 1507 and 1857 nA were obtained for t(1) = 5, 50 and 100 s
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respectively. This shows that the free XO is first deposited on the

electrode and then Cr(II) complexes the edSOlbed XO.

3. Voltammograms obteined by the deposition of XO at

a) varying E(1) (in the range from 0 to -2 V) and

b) varying pH (pH 3.5. 5.3, 7 and 10),

followed by deposition of Cr (at E(2):&" -1.2 V) and stripping led to

comparable analytical peak heights for Cr. Similar peak heights were

also obtained when XO was deposited under open circuit conditions.

This shows that XO is strongly adsoroed on F'T18fCUry, independently of pH

and at all potentials.

All the abOve points establish that XO adsorption is achieved prior to the

formation of the complex on the electrode. It can also be stated that after the

stripping step, the XO remains adsorbed on the electrode as the free XO. This

attesls to the strength of the adsorption of XO on Hg.

It was staled in Section 3.2 that the Cr(VI) response is stable when solutions

containing Cr(VI)-XO are left standing in the presence of mercury. This is

remar1<able beCause it is well known the reduction of Cr(Vl) starts as soon as it

comes into contad with mercuy [79J; the stability in the presence of XO can be

explained by the formation of an adsorbed film of XO on the mercury surface.
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This film inhibits the reduction of Cr(VI) by preventing the direct contad between

Cr(VI) and mercury.
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4.3 ROLE OF NITRATE tONS

In the Square Wave experiments, addition of NO; was shown to lead to

enhanced peak heights. This enhancement has been attributed to the

regeneration of the oxidized species by a catalytic reduction of NO J "" The

occurrence of enhanced polarographic waves in the reductton of Cr complexes

in the presence of NO; was flfst observed and fulty investigated by Tanaka and

Ito [94] in a polarographic study of Cr(lll)-EOTA Subsequent work by the same

authors [122] on Cr complexes with some other polyaminodiacetic acids

(Cyclohexanediaminetetraacetic acid (COTA), Trimelhylenecliaminetelraacetic

acid (TRDTA) and N-(2·Hydroxyethyl)ethylenediaminetriacetic acid (HEOTA»

yielded similar conclusions on the nature of the effect of NOJ " on the reduction

current. These authors showed condusively that Cr(II)·eOTA. the product of the

electroreduction of Cr(III}-EOTA. chemicalty reduces NO; in the vicinity of the

electrode" In the process, Cr(III)·eOTA is regenerated and then

electrochemically reduced again, with a concomitant enhancement of the

reduction current.
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The catalytic process can be summariZed as:

Cr(III}-EDTA + e Cr(Il}-EOTA

tL- N,.,O --.---J

The products ci the NO; reduction in the abOve reaction have not been

completely elucidated. Based on the observation that one mole of NO)" reacted

with 8 moles of Cr(lI}-EOTA, Tanaka.-ld Ito (94) have proposed the following

8Cr--EOTA + NO)" + 10H· + 5~O -+ 8{C"'(HzO)EOTAr + NH;,

but invoke the possibility that the reduction to NH; need not go to completion;

an intermediate product like NHzOH may also result. It is noteworthy that

according to these authors (94). aqueous Cr(lI) ions do not participate in the

catalytic process.

later. Zarebski [95] and Lanza and Tadia [179J utilized the catalytic effect in the

pOlarographic determination of Cr in the presence of polyaminocartloxylic acids.

With the advent of adsorptive CSV as an analytical technique, the catalytic step

was included in methods for the sensitive determination of Cr with OTPA (96,98,

101] and TTHA [99, 100] as the complexing ligandS.

In all the methods utilizing the catalytiC effect of NO)- for sensitivTty enhancement

in the determination of Cr. the catalytic mechanism proposed by Tanaka and Ito

(94) has been assumed and none of the authors has ventured into any further

investigation of this mechanism, nor of the product of the NO)' reduction. In fact,
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NO)" has also been utilized for sensitivity enhancement in the voltammetric

determination of uraniun (180, 181J and molybdenum (182-185J, but again, no

mention is made of the possible fate of the NO; in any d these cases.

Taking into account the very convincing 'NOl"k of Tanaka and Ito (94] and the

universal acceptability of the mechanism whereby the Cr(lI) complex is

reoxidized by NO)" at the electrode, it was decided thai: it would not be

worthwhile investigating the catalytic behaviour any further" So, it was accepted

that in the CSV determination of Cr as the Cr-XO complex, the calalytic

enhancement was brought about by the chemical oxidation of C....-XO 10 Cr"·XO

by NOJ". This implies that the analytical current seen is originating from Ihe

following process:

C,.-XO_(Hg) + e -t Cr"-XO_(Hg)

L-__-"'NQ>4-----.J

The effect of NO; can be demonstrated in several ways. The most obvious

demonstration of the effed of NO; on the reduction peaks is the great

enhancement observed in the peak heights. As diSOJ$S8d eanier, in the

absence of the catalytic effect brought about by NO)", the method would be

unsuitable for the determination of Cr at levels seen in environmental samples.
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The effect of the N03- can also be deduced from the cyclic voltammetry of the

Cr-XO system in the presence and in the absence of N0
3
- (Section 4.5).

A more tangible demonstration of the effect of N03" in the electrode process is

provided by an examination of the forward pulse and the backward pulse

components of SW voltammograms obtained in the presence and in the absence

of NOl ". The resultant current in a SW voltammogram is the difference between

the current recorded in the forward pulse and the current in the backward pulse

of the Square Wave" In the SW cathodic scan of a simple, reversible electron

transfer process, the forward pulse would result in a cathodic current whereas

the backward pulse would result in an anodic current as the species reduced

during the forward pulse are oxidized again during this pulse. Since the

cathodic and anodic currents have opposite signs, the resultant current is larger

than either the forward or the backward current. However, in the presence of a

competing catalytic process for the reoxidation of the reduced species,

depending on the kinetics of the chemical reoxidation reaction, the reverse pulse

may result in a large decrease or even a complete elimination of the anodic

current. In some cases, the reverse pulse may even lead to a cathodic current

if, when the pulse is reversed, the applied potential remains negative enough for

sustaining the reduction of the chemically oxidized species. In the latler case,

the resultant SW current will be less than the forward pulse current. This is why
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in certain applications, Differential Pulse voltammetry is preferred to Square

Wave voltammetry,

For obtaining the components of the SW voltammogram, the experiments were

carried out in Nanopure water at pH -7.1 on the Cypress System. This

instrument has the capability of resolving the SW voltammograms into its

forward and backward components. Such resolution is not possible on the

Model 3848 Voltammetric Analyzer. The forward pulse and backward pulse

current components as well as the resultant corrents in the SW voltammetry cI

the Cr-XO system in the absence and in the presence of NO; are shown in Fig.

4_1.

In the absence of NO]', cathodic and anodic currents are seen respectively in

the fOlWard pulse and the backward pulse, whereas in the presence of NO)',

both the forward pulse and the backward pulse yield cathodic currents. The

presence of cathodic OJrrents in the backward pulse confirms that by the lime

the pulse is reversed, the electrochemically reduced Cr(lI) species has already

been chemically reoxidized to Cr(lII) by the NO)' and during the backward pulse,

this Cr(lII) is again reduced electrochemically, hence the cathodic current.
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As demonstrated in Section 3.3, for the stripping process, the SW modulation is

much more sensitive than the OP modulation. and this despite the cathodic

current observed in the backward pulse of the SW modulation. This underlines

the claim that the sensitivity achieved in SW voltammetry is unmatched by other

V'oltammelric techniques.

The detection of an anodic current in the backward pulse of the SW

voltammogram in Fig. 4.1. shows that the electron transfer step is reversible.

This reversibility will be discussed further in Section 4.5.
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4.4 VARlAnoN OF e. WITH pH

Generally. the variation of e, with pH can be used as a quick diagnosis to( the

number of electrons and (protons) involved is an electrochemical reaction. For a

cathodic process involving m protons and n electrons as below,

Ox"" + mHo + ne -to Red(r.......l ••

E. will shift cathodically by 59m1n rnV per unit pH change.

A review of the literature on adsorptive stripping voltammetry showed that very

few papers actually make any mention of the effect of pH on E,," The few authors

who do report such findings (110, 186-188J have not attempted to rationalize the

experimental results in terms of the number of electrons involved in the process.

This probably indicates that the above criterion may not be applicable to

processes occurring from an adsorbed state. Vega & van den Berg [18S) and

Culjak et al. {IS7} have attributed the shift in E. to the stabilization of the

complex as a result of decreased proton competition at higher pH.

The variation of E, with pH obtained in the present study. is shown in Fig. 4.2.
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A straight line fined through the points in the graph has a slope of 43 mY/pH unit

(r = 0.98). Cathodic shifts in E, of 30.-45 mVlpH have been reported in several

C$V methOds 1110,186.188). It is difflCUft to interpret this value because it lies

midway between 30 mV (~lectron proceSS) and 59 mV (one-electron

process). Strictly speaking. the value 43 mVlpH points to a process involving 3

protons and 4 electrons. It is hig,ly unlikely fO( such a process 10 be occurring

at the electrOde.
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4.5 CYCLIC VOLTAIIMETRY

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a very powerful technique commonly used in the

investigation of electrochemical reactions. Under favourable experimental

conditions, CV can provide considerable information about mechanistic and

kinetic parameters. CV can also be used for calculating the area occupied by

the adsorbed molecule and predict its oriantation on the surface.

Because of the particularities of the overall process leading to Ihe analytical

peak in the present study, some dlffiOJlties were anticipated in obtaining and

interpreting the cyclic voItammograms. The main difficulty stemmed from the

smaller currents witnessed in the cyclic voltammograms. Some factors

responsible for this are:

1. the limited amount of the reducible complex available. This limitation is

due to the fact that no complex is present in the bulk solution but is

generated/deposited on the electrode.

2. NO~·. lNhich in the normal stripping experiments enhance the reduction

current by reoxidizing the reduced species, cannot be used in cydic

voltammetric investigations (see below).

3. the waveform used in cydic voltanvnetry is a linear one. It was shown in

Section 3.3 that the sensitivity of lSV is much lower than SW

voltammetry.
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Another factor which complicated the interpretation of cydic voltammograms was

that the peaks are seen on a rapidly inc:::reasing background currenL This, in

conjunction with the observation that the switching potential, E.., cannot be too

negative with respect to the peak potential (see below) meant that the peaks

were iII-defined and peak heights could only be roughly estimated.

In view of the above, the obfedive of CV was restricted to an investigation of the

reversibility of the electrode process and attempting to find the number of

electrons involved in the reduction of the adsorbed complex.

It was predictable that the analytical peak had to be the result of a reversible,

one-electron charge transfer because of the subsequent participation of the

reduced species in the catalytic reaction with NO;. The product of an

irreversible electron transfer would not participate in such a reaction.

Furthermore, catalytic reactions tend to be centered on a one--electron reduction

step, as the kinetics of a two-eledron step would be too slow [l88J.

Preliminary cydic voltammetric experiments were carried out on the Model 3848

POlarographic Analyzer by generating and depositing the complex on the

mercury electrode for 60 $. After a 10.s quiescence time, the electrode was

subjected to a cyClic potential scan at 200 mVls. The forward sweep was

cathodic and the reverse sweep anodic. The switching potential was set at ·1.6

V. Because of the expected low currents, relatively larger concentrations of Cr
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were used for these experiments. All cyclic voltammetry experiments were done

in Nanopure water at pH 7.1.

CycliC voltammograms of 4 jJgIL Cr, obtained in the presence of NO; did not

show any reverse peaks despite prominent forward peaks. This was expected

because for a catalytic electrode process, the reduced species will be r&oxidized

faster chemically than electrochemically [189}. Thus an anodic peak will not be

seen because by the lime the reverse sweep is applied all the reduced species

will have been reoxidized by the NOJ-.

However, even in the absence of NO;, anodiC peaks consistently failed to

materialize in the cyclic voltammograms of Cr-XO solutions (up to 50 ~gll Cr).

As will be seen below, the anOdic peaks were not seen in these voltammograms

because of the scan rate and the switching potential employed.

As already mentioned above, the utilization of a linear potential scan in cyclic

voltammetry results a dramatic loss in sensitivity and failure to see anodic peaks

in cyclic vortammetry was initially asaibed to the extremely low values of the

oxidation current. In fact, even the cathodic peaks were barely viSible in the

cycliC voltammograms (Fig. 4.3(i». It was thought that if cyclic voltammograms

could be obtained by applying a SW potential scan, the sensitivity of both the

cathodiC and anodic processes could be enhanced and the anodiC peaks could

then be seen.
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Some SW stripping experiments were therefore carried out in which the complex

was deposited at ·1.2 V but the stripping scan was carried out from -1.6 V to ·1.2

V. (In normal experiments, stripping is done by scanning from -1.2 V to -1.6 V).

The sudden potential jump from -1.2 V to -1.6 V will generate a flux of reduced

species at the electrode and, in the event of the reversibility of the process, a

rapid anodic scan will produce an oxidation peak as the reduced species are

reoxidized. This peak will be equivalent to the reverse peak of a normal cydic

voltammogram. However, since the Model 3848 Voltammetric Analyzer does

not discriminate between anodic and cathodic currents in the SW stripping

mode, the shape of the vottammogrcwn will still look like a cathodic peak.

Combination of a normal $W voltammogram (scan from -1.2 V to -1.6 V) and a

'reverse' SW voltammogram (scan from -1.6 V to ·1.2 V) would then constitute a

'pseudo-cyclic' voltammogram. The advantage gained by this method is that a

Square Wave modulation can be used for the potential sweep, resulting in larger

currents. The usefulness of this method is evident on comparing the normal and

the pseudo-cyclic voltammograms shown in Fig. 4.3.

Whereas no peak (cathodic or anodic) is found in the normal CV, a well defined

cathodic peak and an anodic peak are seen in the 'forward' and 'reverse' sweeps

of the pseudo-cydic vollammogram. The peak on the reverse sweep is not well

defined and looks like an inflexion rather than a peak but it indicates that the
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reduction is reversible. It is noteworthy that the first hint on the reversibility of

the electrochemical reduction was provided byp~icvoltammetry.

l~j:UJ'"...
a 15

l.ot rev.
0.5 !
0.0 I

1=2='~='-A-'-:5""""::"'
·E(V)

2.0"1"'11).--------

0.'

o.o=_=__~

1..2 1.3 1.4 1.5 .1.6

·E (V)

Fir. 4.3(1): SW~ic voh~mtnOlf3ms;n ZOO mV/s. nomt.: san
from-I.Zeo-1.6V,rev.:sunl'rotn -1.6 to-I.Z V.

(i1): lS cydk:voIQrnrnotrams u200 mV/s san ~te.

After the process was shown to be reversible by p5el.Jdo<ydic voltarrmetry, the

Cr·XO system was investjgated further by varying the conditions in the normal

linear scan cyclic voltammetry and two important observations were made

regarding the occurrence of the anodic peaks.
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Results from the cyclic voltammetry of the Cr-XO complex in the absence of NOJ '

showed that the anodic peak is seen only at high scan rates. At the 50 ~gll Cr

level, the anodic peak is first observed for a scan rate of about 1 Vis: the anodic

peak height, ip.. , then increases with increasing scan rates. Fig. 4.4 shows cyclic

voltammograms obtained at scan rates of 200, 1000 and 1667 mV/s.,:lili.~ I
:< 4.0

: 3.0 i
~ 2.0 I
v '.0 I

0.0

.,.
1.2 lA 1.6

·E(V)

Fif.4.4: Effect of scan rate on cydk voIQITIr'I1OI"3ms. v. 1667 (~),

1000 (b) and 200 mV/s (c).

Whether an anodic peak is observed or not is also dependent on the switching

potential, E,,; if E>. is 100 negative with respect to the cathodic peak potential, Ep.o'

the anodic peak is not seen. This is shown in Fig. 4.5, where under similar

scanning conditions, an anodic peak is seen for El. = ·1.54 V, but not when E>.=

-1.8V.
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The effect of E~ on ip.a is more clearly illustrated in cyclic vortammograms

obtained with the Cypress System (see below) in Fig. 4.6. These

voltammograms were obtained at 2 Vis for E~ =.1540, ·1600 and -1700 mV.

The cathodic peaks are exactly coincident in each case but. as E~ is made more

negative. the decrease in the magnitude of the anodic: current becomes distinct.
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Cyclic voltammograms of the Cr-XO system were also studied as a function of

the scan rales, v. The Model 3848 Polarographic Analyzer was found not to be

suitable for such a study because it does not provide a great degree of versatility

in the choice of the scan rates; theoretically, a maximum rate of 2500 mV/s is



attainable but it was found that in practice, a maximum of only 1667 mV/s could

be reached.

The Cypress System was therefore used for a study of the dependence of the

anodic and cathodic currents in the cyclic voltammograms of the Cr·XO system,

With a ....iew to obtaining appreciably high ....alues of currents. these experiments

were done in solutions containing 85~ Cr(VI) and 200 ~. 5 mM XO. At this

level of Cr. small anodic peaks were visible for scan rates of 400 mVis. As

before, no anodic peak was seen in the presence on NO;. A typical cyclic

voltammogram in the presence of NO)- is shown in Fig 4.7.

1.

I
10

7.5

''K

f
2.5

-1100-1600·1400 -1500

E(mV)

-1300
-2.5+---~--~--~---~----I

-1200

Fir. ".7: Cydlc vohatnr1"lOll'3m of Cr-xo in the presence of NOJ••
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Results obtained for the effect of scan rate on certain parameters of the CV of

the Cr-XO system in the absence of NOlo are shown in Table 4.1.

It is again emphasized that because of the very high baCkground currents seen,

especially as the scan rate becomes faster, the values of the reSUlting peak

currents are only estimateso Fig. 4.8 illustrates the method of estimation of the

peak heights as well as the symbolS used in Table 4.1.

Ep••

Fi,. 4.8: A tYPial cydk voI0rnm0eram iluslndna the.symbob; used.
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II is acknowledged that the method used fO( the calculation of iu is not proper

and cannot be used for any Ogorous analysis. But the estimated values of i,.. do

provide a good qualitative picture of the increase in i,.. with the scan rate. The

ratio i,..Ii,.. which is normIlIly a useful quantity in the analysis d cyclic

voltammograms seems to be insignificant and wilt not be used fO( any

conclusion On the other hand the estimated value of i~ is considered useful

because it has been estimated in a standard manner.
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Table 4.1: Effect of the san rue on the cathodic ~nd ~nodk pe~ks

.(~ .(;~ (~~
-E,

<'rJ,) (iiJ.)
i...lv'" 10\)v ip.Jip.c

mVls (mV)

1

m 1438 n.q.

400 140' '44' 23 1457 1.24 0.27 0.00 3.1 0.22

I::
1478 '44' 33 '40' '.0< 0.40 008 3.4 0.23

1488 "50 38 1489 ,... 084 0.10 31 0.28

1000 1495 ,- 49 1471 3.84 0.92 0.12 3.' 0_24

1200 ".. '44' 50 '473 4.40 1.12 0.13 3.1 0.25

1400 '503 '44' 58 1474 '.20 '.38 0.14 3.1 0.28

16,lO '50' '44' 83 1477 8.'6 '.60 0.15 3.' 0.28

1800 1512 '44' 10 1477 .... 1.78 0.16 3.' 0.25

'000 1518 12 '480 1.60 '.84 0.17 3.' 0.24

3000 1530 '440 90 1485 10.12 2.72 020 3.' 0.25

4000 )1543 1438 ,OS '491 13.44 3.20 0.21 3.4 0.24

5000 1553 1431 122 1492 15.84 4.00 022 3' 0.25

1500, I '515
1417 158 ".. 20.40 4.60 0.24 21 0.2.

10000 1592 '.,3 119 1503 25.60 4.60 0.'"
,.,

0.19

6E.: ·(E.... - E...>

E.: 'h:(E... + E...)

n.q.: not q~ntlRed
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From the data in Table 4.1, it is not possible to draw any definite conclusions

regarding the electrode processes but the following can be said:

1. the constancy of i.)v showS that the reduction is OCOJning from an

adsorbed state; for a proce$$ oc:cuning from an adsorbed state. i•.o: is

proportional to v [190).

2. For lo-fold increases in the scan rate. the following cathodic shifts can be

estimated in E.:

400-4.000 mVls: 34 mV

500-5,000 mVls: 32 mV

600--6.000 mVls: 32 mV

750-7,500 mV/s: 30 mY

aQO-B,OOO mY/s: 31 mY

1000-10.000 mVls: 34 mY

This almost constant cathodic shift in E. is indicative of an EC...

med'lanism involving a one-electron reduction. For an EC.... mechanism,

E. shifts cathodically by 30In mVfor a 1o-fold increase in scan rate (191].

However, because of the essentially qualitative value of the cyclic

voltammograms. it would not be wise to unequivocally state the existence

of an EC... mechanism.

3. a quasi-reversible reduction or an ECE mechanism can be ruled out

because for such processes. i•.<!v"" decreases with increasing v [192].
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This O'lteriOn is applicable to dif'fusion-eontroUed processes but has also

been used for processes where the produd is strongly adsorbed [193J.

Its applicability in the present process, where the reactant is strongly

adsorbed, is assumed.

That the anOdic peak vanishes at slow scan rates and when the switching

potential is too negative with respect to Ep.c is indicative of a consecutive

process that very rapidly depletes the reduced species at the electrode under

these circumstances. The conS8O.Jtive process could involve a further,

irreversible reduction (an EE... mechanism) or an irreversible reaction of the

reduced species (an EC... mechanism).

An EE... mechanism can be fannulated as follows. It has been shown (Section

4.1) that the species adsorbed on the electrode is Cf"l-XO. Assuming a

one-electron charge transfer process, it is possible that at Ep~. Cr{III)-XO

undergoes a reversible reduction to Cr(ll)-XO. The current generated during this

reduction constitutes the analytical peak in the Square Wave stripping

voltammetry. At a potential E.... which is only slightly more negative than Ep~, the

Cr(II)-XO is then rapidly further reduced, irreversibly. to Cr(O) which gets

deposited on the electrode as metallic Cr.

Cr--XO_(Hg) + e .... C"-·XO_(Hg)

C""-XO_(Hg) + 2e _ Cr'l-(Hg) + XO_{Hg)
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Under such a mechanism, an anodic peak can only be observed if the potential

sweep is reversed prior to E.... and if the sweep rate is fast. A switching potential

removed from Ep.<: and/or a slow scan rate will resull in a longer time between the

generation of the Cr(Il) speQes and the advent of the reverse sweep. Outing

this time interval, the irreversible reduction of Cr(II) can occur and hence no

anodic peak will be seen on the reverse sweep. El, values too negative with

respect to Ep•c will also enhance the irreversible reduction of Cr(Il), resulting in a

depletion of the oxtdizable species and hence a decrease the anodic current.

The EE", mechanism hinges on an irreversible 2-electron reduction of Cr(lI) to

Cr(O) but attempts to locate a peak corresponding to this process were

unsuccessful. For this reason, it is thought that the EC.... mechanism is more

likely to be occurring at the e~rodeo

I\r1 EC... process would require an irreversible reaction that rapidly removes the

reduced species from the vicinity of the electrode. As in the case of an EE...

mechanism. the time elapsed between the forward sweep and the backward

sweep would again explain why the anodic peaks are seen at high scan rates

and for El, close to Ep•

One possible irreversible process couJd involve the reaction of Cr(1I1 with OHo in

the vicinity of the electrode to form an insoluble film of Cr(OHh on the electrode.

Such film formation has been shown 10 occur during the reduction of Cr(lII)
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complexes Of some strongly basic ligands like ammonia or ethylenediammine in

neutral unbuffered solutions by Tanaka and Sato (194). These authors

concluded that the reduction prOduct of Cr(lII) complexes with baSIC ligands

dissociates to yield Cr(II) species and basic ligandS. The liberated ligands make

the solution alkaline in the vicinity of the electrode and cause the formation ~

the Cr(OH)z. Such film formation was found not to occur in acidic solutions or

with EOTA complexes, which shows that for such a process to occur, there has

to be an excess of basic ligands in the vicinity of the electrode.

Such a process is unlikely to ocx:ur with XO as the I~ fO( several reasons.

As seen earlier, the XO remains adsorbed on the electrode after the redudion of

the Cr so there is no possibility of excess basicity (deriVed from the ligand; the

products of NO)' redudion could in principle lead to extra basicity) in the vicinity

of the electrode. Furthennore, although no data exist on the Slability of C".XO,

it is expected this complex will be very stable, given the extreme versatility of XO

as a ligand to form complexes of different geometries (octahedral, tetrahedral

and square-planar). The Cr(II)·EOTA complex is very stable in the absence of

oxygen and it is belMived that the Cr'-XO complex will have comparable stability.

Another possible process responsible for the depletion of the reduced species

from the electrode could be the formation of an irreducible polymeric Species,

(C,-I·XO)n' on the electrode. Cr(lI) is known to form extremely stable polymeric
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compounds with Schiff bases, resulting in the formation of compounds whose

stability is such that they are insoluble in all common solvents and unusually

stable to air oxidation; even on boiling with HzOz, oxidation 10 Cr(IU) occurs only

slOWly [178J. The formation of a polymeric Cr(II)-XQ complex would seem to be

a natural extension of the c.pebility of XO to form ~. Mlz and Mzlz type

complexes in solution and such a polymerization process would probably be

highly favoured due to lhe XO being adsorbed on the electrode surface.
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4.6 SUMMARY OF ELECTRODE PROCESSES

To summarize the electrode processes involved in the determination of Cr as lhe

Cr·XO complex, it is postulated that the complex deposited on the electrode is

C"-·XO. This complex is fanned in situ at the electrode, by different

mechanisms, depending on the Cr species and the potential used for the

deposition, as explained in Section 4.1. Fat" a given Cr species, the amount of

Cr deposited under optimized c:onc:JiUons is proportional to (Cr] in the bulk of the

SOlution and on the deposition time. During the stripping step of the CSV,

Cr'"·XO is reduced reversibly by a one-electron process to Cr"-XO. The current

resulling from this step is the analytical parameter measured fat" the

quantification of Cr and is catalytically enhcwlced by NO,", as explained in

Section 4.3.

The one-.electron reduction of Cr(III) to Cr(lI) is also supported by the fact that a

survey of the electrode processes involved in the reduction of Cr(III» complexes

at the mercury electrode [121J shows that most complexes undergo a stepwise

reduction, the first step corresponding to the one-electron reduction 10 the Cr(lI)

species, followed by the irreversible reduction of the reduced Cr(lI) to Cr(O). In

fact, no example could be found where the reduction of Cr(II) to Cr(O) occurs

reversibly or through a prior one-electron reduction to er(I). Hence the

analytical peak cannot be due 10 a proc:ess other than a Cr(III)/Cr(lI) process.
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After the stripping step, the fate of the C...·XO is uncertain but of the three

possibilities listed in Section 4.5. the EC... mechanism with the formation of inert

polymeric Cr·XO species is thOught 10 be the most prObable.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

This researCh was undertaken following the observation that there was a need

for a simple and sensitive method for the chemical speciation of Cr at

concentrations prevalent in the aquatic environments, especially in s",awatar.

The accurate determination of Cr species at these levels is fundamental to

biogeochemical and geoc:hemical studies of the metal in aquatic systems.

The main objective of this work was therefore to develop a method fOf the

speciation of Cr. Inherent in this objective were requirements of the new method

imposed by the envirormental chemistry (concentrations and speciation) of Cr.

The extremely low concentrations involved meant that

1. the detection had to be sensitive,

2. the overall analytical method should involve the use of a minimum number

of additional reagents and analytical steps so as to reduce the risks of

contamination and analyte losses,

3. the analytical procedure should be performable in a contamination·free

environment

The need for accurate speciation of Cr meant that the possibility of speciation

change during the analysis should be avoided or minimized. Therefore, the

method had to be rapid and not include time-consuming pretreatment steps.
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The set objective has been achieved by the development of a CSV method

described in Chapter 3 of this thesis. The use of XO as lhe complexing ligand,

coupled with the catalytk: enhancement due to NOJ" leads 10 a ~ighly selective

method; the sensitivity attaint 65 nA nM"' min" for Cr(VI} in seawater. This

compares extremely favourably with, for example, a reported sensitivity of 5.8 nA

oM' min" attainedwTth DTPA[101].

Speciation is achieved by the sefective detenniNtion of Cr(VI) and total Cr as

Cr(lII) on the basis of the potential at which the analyte complex is deposited on

the electrode. The reduction of Cr(VI) requires only sot at pH 2 and is

performed in the voltammetrie cell. Hence there is no need for steps like

heating/bOiling, centrifugation, filtration, solvent extraction etc.; this is a notable

asset in trace analysis as contamination risks are greatly lowered.

Some other important attributes of this method are:

1. the method is relativery rapid. A complete analysis for Cr(VI) and Cr(III)

can generally be achieved within' hour.

2. the method involves almost no prior sample pretreatment and, with the

exception of NOJ " (the purification of which is easily done), only minute

amounts of additional reagents are required.

3. the complete analytical procedure is petformable on a clean benCh.
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4. Cr analysis IS virtually interference free. Fe2
> can potentially interfere but,

in seawater, (Fe2.} is too tow to affect the determination: in surface waters,

the effect of Fe interference can become serious and has to be accounted

for.

5. the accuracy and precision of the method are very good. This stems from

the fact that the methOd is electrochemical in nature and is based on the

fundamental Faraday's laws of electrolysis. Measurement of the two

parameters that constitute the aNilytical signal, i.e., axrent and time

(which is a directly related to the potential, the parameter actually

displayed), can be made with a great degree of accuracy.

The successful application of this new method to the analysis of Cr in the N.W.

Atlantic Ocean samples suggests that its performance is good at the lowest

concentration levels likely to be encountered in nalural aquatic systems.

Some observations made during the method development process ...e worthy of

further investigation. XO is a very versatile ligand and under the proper

experimental conditions, it is believed that it can be very efficient in the CSV

determination d many metallic species. It has already been noted that Cu, Pb

and Fe redudion peaks are obtained at pH ... 7 (not optimiZed). Optimization of

the various parameters (especially pH and E...) could lead to very sensitive

methods fO( the determination of these metal ions.
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csv has now been established as a very sensitive analytical technique and

analytical methOds have been developed fex numerous metal ions. With respect

to sensitivity and e8se of appIieation, no other technique can compete with CSV.

The challenge oaw facing proponents of CSV wrould be to develop analytical

methods that would allow the simultaneous determination of several metals from

the same aliquot sample. Elaboration of sud"l .,.tylk:al methods would find

tremendous applications in environmental trace analysis and would without

doubt help in making electroanalytical methods very competitive as compared to,

e.g., spectrometric methods, the main asset of which remains their multi.-element

capability. Making CSV a truly multi-element tedlnique is probably impossible

but it is felt that the versatility of complexing ligands like XO could be very

beneficially exploited for the simultaneous CSV determination of several

elements.

A minor drawback of the method described in Chapter 3 is the interference

brought about by Fe2• on the determination of Cr, especially on er(VI). Even

though, as discussed in Section 3.8.4.2, the int8fference is negligible in

seawater (because of extremely low (Fe)) and in acidic surface waters, it would

be worth investigating methods for eliminating this interference. Such an

investigation would first need to address the natu"e of the interaction between

Fe2• and Cr, especially Cr(III), in the presence of XO.
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In Chapter 4, an attempt is made to understand the mectlanism of the processes

leading to the appearance of the analytical signal. It has been shown that the

adsorbed complex is a Cr-·XO complex and that the analytical peak is due to a

l-electron reduction of this complex. In view of the complexity of the Cr.XO·NO;

system and despite the essentially qualitative nature of the arguments presented

in Chapter 4, it is felt that, within the scope of this particular work, satisfactory

conclusions have been reached. However. a more thorough study of the

electrode processes need to be undertaken with a view to identifying the

adsorbed species responsible for the analytical peak and the fate of the Cr

species after the reduction on the electrode. The scope of such work could be

extended to include some fundamental aspects of the voltammetry of systems

like the one encountered in this particular case (i.e., cases where an adsorbed

species is reduced and the resulting current is catalytically enhanced).

The synthesis of the polymeric Cr(U"XO species invoked in Section 4.5 should

be attempted and its properties investigated. It is believed that this compound

will be very stable and inert to oxidation in air, unlike most other Cr(ll)

complexes.
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